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HOMECOMING
"Best yet
'The most successful Homecoming
yet!' 'We should have more times
like it around here!'
.
These are some of the
comments that people were using
to describe last weekend's
Homecoming activities. The
festivities began Thursday night
with a capacity crowd eating and
listening to the sounds of the
Orphans at the All College Dinner.
The rally and fireworks came
off smoothly and on time at Great
Hill. The fireworks display was
described by many as the best they
have ever seen. One inconvenience
arose however, when a slight
breeze blew smoke and live
embers from the display towards
the spectators seated in front of the
Great Hill Residences.
This college has seldom seen
more enthusiasm then was
generated by the Senior Class
'1950's Hop'. The three hundred
people attending took great pains
in getting in the mood for the 'Hop' .
Bell bottom pants and hot pants
were definitely 'square'! Rolled-up
blue jeans, red lipstick, saddle
shoes, tattoos, bobby sox and
leather jackets were
the
fashionable attire for the evening.
Several members of the BSC
football team appeared as a street
gang. Music for the evening was
provided bya group reminiscent of
the '50's' era. The 'bobby soxers'
present provided additional effects
by screaming for, the rock n' roll
idols of the 50's such as Elvis
PAND Fabian.
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•

"Need more times like it

Ernie Daghir, senior class
treasurer, told The COMMENT the
evenfng may not have been a
financial success but the
enthusiasm it ·created was worth
I!
the money.
Friday night 'The Rascals'
appeared in the Student Union
Auditorium. The near capacity
crowd greeted the 'Rascals' in a
subdued manner, many not ready
for the appearance of the 'new
Rascals'. The 'Rascals' did many
of the numbers that brought them
to the top of the music world a few
years ago, but the appearance of
two female vocalists and
refreshing
style
brought
commentsfrom the audience such
as, 'Are you sure those are the
Rascals?'
For many members of the
audience, the hit of the evening
was an up and coming rock group
from Boston- 'Park Street, Under'
whose first album will be released
Columbia
Records
in
on
December. 'Park Street, Under'
preceded the Rascals and
captivated the audience with their
half hauntily Chicago style. The
concert proceeded with no major
incidengs.
.
Saturday dawned on the
Quadrangle
withonly
four
organizations participating in the
montage contest. This year
Lambda Delta Phi sorority won
first prize for its rendering of the
Snoopy characters waiting for the
arrival of the Great Pumpkin.
The biggest disappointment of

the weekend was perhaps the
defeat of the Bridgewater Bears by
undefea ted Curry College. of
Milton, 13-0. The highlight of the
football game was the halftime
show. The World Champion Drum
and Bugle Corps, 'The 27th
Lancers' of Revere, Mass.
captivated the 4,000 fans present
with a dazzling display of precision
showmanship, revolving around
the Lancers British theme. Their
performance was marked several
times by thunderous ovations, with
their exit from the field being
marked by a sustained standing
ovation from both sides of the field.
The kegs were tapped for the
Beer Blast which beginning at
4: OOpm and the weekends
activities were culminated by the
S.U. Program Committee's 'Gay
Nineties Night'. The Ballroom was
filled to capacity and were
entralled by lively music of the
Banjo Stompers: Each person
attending was provided with a
straw hat and all the peanuts and
pretzels he could eat to set the
mood -for the drinking. The vital
statistics for the evening: 500
people in attendance, 13 kegs of
beer consumed as well as several
fifths of whiskey, scotch, vodka
and gin; 400 pounds of peanuts and
60 pounds of pretzels.
One of the comments about the
evening was, 'If you had any four
people up their playing banjos we
would have had a good time with
all that booze flowing!! I
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The Rascals in concert

Lambda's Award Winning Montage

:.

Critical of a Attica riot.
Tuesday, October 19th, Mr. Tom
Murton spoke in the S. U.
Ballroom. Aqualified speake r on
prison conditions and reform, Mr.
Murton received his doctorate in
criminology at Ber keley, has been
in charge of two prisons and has coauthored a book with HJoe Hyams
en titled, ACCOMPLICES TO THE
CRIME. Mr. Murton is presently a
professor at the Universit y of
Minnesota.
Murton spoke briefly about the
history of the prison stating that
the penitentiary concept ori
iginated in America 200 years ago.
1I rged by the Quakers as an
improvement over capital or
corporal
punishment,
the
American prison system has
passed through various stages
stressi . ng
penitence,
rehabilitation, reform and finally
medical treatment of crime as an
illness.
Murton spoke of various
California incidents of atrocity,
shootings at Soledad and the regula
r, weekly stabbings at San
Quentin; he then noted that
California is said to be the moste
progre ssive. of all state prison
systems.
-Murton pointed out that
sunnosedlv there are only two

situations which allow for the members were too many and had
shooti ng of a prison inmate· only two things in common, good
wither the inmate is trying t~ intentions and a vast ignorance of
escape or his actions are penology.
Basically, Murton stressed a
endangering the lives of other
inmates. Wxamples of violence at need for a new prison system. CHe
prisons such as Ohio State, Tomio claimed that the prison system
and Kan sas State were found hard today is based on two grave
to justify according to Murton. - misconceptions; first is the idea
The men in charge of prisons that a person, having been
Murton said, are often men wh~ imprisoned for some public
have no other qualification that irresponsibility
can
learn
that they can successfully use responsibility in a situation that
violence to quell prison uprisings. won't allow him any, and,
Murton used Kansas State prison secondly, is the idea that education
as an example, saying that the is a cure for crime.
head of the prison was put in
Murton believes that inmates
charge after successf ully leading should be allowed more selfState Troopers in a move to stop a determination, a chance to hav'e
riot. Kansas State prisoners later responsibility. He stressed the
resorted to self-mutilation as a idea that the inmates want a quiet,
means of protesting.
These effective community too.
incidents temporarily shock the
Murton spole for an hour and a
American pu bHc; "people get half, remaining to answer all
excited.'! Murton said," until the questions. He concluded by st
late movie comes on."
ressing the need for reform not
Murton found fault with the only in the prisons, but in the whole
solution to the Attica riot. First, power structure involved in crime
Murton said, thatere was no need and justice. True reformers aren't
for a dot; had Oswald responded to. welcomed in the system, Murton
the prisoners list of grievences the said; "governo rs aren't interested
riot might never ha ve occurred. the true reform, they just don't
He went on the criticize the want truble hown at the prison.
committee chosen to talk with the
pl'isoners claimin g that the

Homecoming Queen, Barbara Fogarty and her Court

I
.~

The World Champion "27th Lancers"· at Legion Field
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CONVENTION

FINANCIAL AID

Assoc. of Arab - American

...

.

Bridgewater, October S••• Financial
Aid Administrators from thirty
colleges and universities in the
area met at Bridgewater State
College on Tuesday, October 5, for
a workshop sponsored by the
Region I District of the Office of
Education, U.S.Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. It
was one of a group of such
workshops being held for the over
300 colleges and universities in the
District who participate in the
federally-sponsored programs of
Student Financial Aid.

David A. Morwick. Financial
Aid Officer for Bridge,vater State

College served as 110St for the
group and assisted in making all
arrangements.
Dr. Adrian
Rondileau, President of the,
College, extended greetings on
behalf of the College Community.
The \vorkshop, which began at
9: 00 A.M. and continued until 4: 30
P.M. in the afternoon, was held in
the new Student Union Building.
Dr. Eino A. Johnson, Director of

the Region, and Mr. Charles
Bechtold, Program Officer,
conducted the discussion which
centered around the application for
student assistance funds for the
next fiscal year.
There are three aifferent
programs involved: the National
Defense 'Student Loan Program,
the Economic .opportunity Grants,
and the ·College Work-Study
Program.
For students who show a proven
financial need, funds are available
in the National Defense Student
Loan Program which allows the
students to borrow and begin
repayment nine months after
graduation with payments spread
over a ten~year period. Special
cancellation is allowed at 10 or 15
per cent per. year for those who go
into the teaching profession.
Bridgewater State College
began its participation in the
National Defense Student Loan
Program in 1959 and has loaned
over a million dollars to students
during the past eleven years.

For students who show an
exceptional financial need, the
Economic Opportunity Grants are
available. Up to 0 ne-half of the total
financial need may be awardect:
The third plan is that of the
College Work-Study Program
through which students are
assigned work on or off the
campus, are paid an hourly rate
and the money applied on their
college expenses.
The College participates in all
three programs now and expects to.
award or lend another half- million
during the next academic year.
Since Bridgewater State College
is a participating member of the
College Scholarship Service of the
College Examination Board, all
loans, grants and work-study
awards are made on the basis of
demonstrated financial need as
determined by the need analysis
system.
Thousands of well-deserving
students have been assisted
through their four years of college
with the aid of these programs.

University Graduates
relations .
One of Saturday's. panels,
"Forces of Social Change", will
hear the speaker Mrs. Randa Al
Fattal, Director of the Arab
Information Center in New York
City, and Editor of the Arab World,
31, 1971.
who will speak on "Women and
Program title: The Arabs Arab Politics".
Among Themselves: Present
Panel discussions will include
Forms of Life and Future Options. the forum for Sunday> "Unity,
Keynote sneaker on the first night Disunity and Fragmentation in the
will be Jacques Berque, Professor Arab World". Saturday's panel
a t the College de France, Chair of topics will also include "THE
Social History of Contemporary Economics of Colonialism", "Arab
Islam. On the second night, the Scientific Research", "Culture and
Banquet speaker will be Sadek G. the Critical Spirit", "Politics in the
el-Azm from the American Arabian Gulf"
and
"The
University of Beirut, Syrian Captives" .
philosopher, critic and editor.
Convention registration opens in
Among the many speakers and the hotel lobby Friday at 10:00
panelists
will
be
twelve A.M.
For further information
distinguished visitors form Europe \vrite to the Association of Araband the Middle East, coming American University Graduates,
especially for this conventio, which P.O. Box 85, North Dartmouth,
is a major event in Arab- American Mass. 02747. or call 994-2235 .
The Association of ArabAmerican University Graduates
will
hold
its
Fourth
\nnualC~nvention---·ar 'the
Boston Sheraton Plaza Hotel in
Copley Square, October 29. 30, and

Medical Attention .EVERS
for Governor
Denied Injured
by :Shelron Niederman
Levy arrived at Attica; at 2p.m.
. New York (CPS) - Dr. Howard Monday, September 13 with fifteen.
Levy, thephysi~a.nwho s~e~, doctoI)i)<> and fifteen nurses. His
+,ti~~;,Jp,:PlZi~Ol1c~otb.isE'efus~l to team was denied entrance, despite
"tiam,'m.edics for Vietnam service, the fact that the prison medical
announced in a press conference staff had ~eft by midnight and 50

"seriously' Injllred"prisoners 'at without care'.
The prisoIl OFFtCEAMONGDECT'MEN
Attica State Viere denied medical authorities claimed the injured AND WOMEN.. He should do the
attention by both prison officials would be transferred to a local one thing he can ... resign!"
and authoriti.es of the University of hospital, but only eight actually
Obviously upset, Kunstler was
Buffalo MedIcal School.
were, leaving 42 men suffering sharply critical of the news media,
Students at the University of. despite the fact that Dr. Levy and all of whom accepted blindly the
Buffalo advised· Dean Pesch and others were on the prescence official explana.tions of what. had
Dr. Shank, the Chief of Surgery, of offering assistance. . Not until happened at Attica. When the roles
the fact that medical aid was 9a.m. Tuesday was anyone were reversed, and the guards
urgently needed, but because the. allowed in.
were the "prisoners" they were
University Medical School depends . Appalled by the.
better trea ted as hostages than the
on New York state aid, these men bloodshed"brutality and extent of prisoners had. ever been. The
"cannot
aij,rr.d to
offt:md the injuries I ' Dr. Levy feels that .hostages didn"othave their throats
Rock.erfeller" they ignored the' the "deception, deceit,. and. slit, nor were they emasculated, as
pleas for help. ,
. inhumanity" oLthose -at Buffalo, Commisioner Oswald had claimed.
Armed with a court order, Dr. "cannot be ignored." "They've: In the end, the prisoners and
hostages alike were murdered by
"weapons paid for with our tax
dollars.,' with your name and
mine."
The prisoners' 28 demands for
improved
condi tions
were
accepted and signed. by Oswald,
but the
auth orities failed to
comprehend [he other two
contraversial demands-- that the
wardeIl be-removed, an . ,issue that
was later dropped, and that a form
of amnisty: could be negotiated.
Despite the fact that the prisoners
wanted to talk further to
Free Dormitory Delivery
compromise the issue of amnesty,
Rockerfel1er not only· refused to
come to tpe prison, he refused to
extend.. the' time needed for
negotiation.
.
MondaY-Thursda·y·8 p.m. - I1p._m.
The fact that 85% of . . the
prisoners are Black or Spanish~
speaking is another manifestation
697~'6946:
of racism in this society, Kunstler
. observed. . Rockeffeller, .Nixon,
HOT·OVEN GRINDERS
. et.al., the man who decided to
.·1t8ii~~jMe~t~li
90
murd,er callously. at Attica make
;'85
Corned Beef and Swiss
75
the same kind of decisions every
Ham·alld·Cheese
Tuna .
85
95
day -over· the lives of people in
Genoa Salallli and Cheese ·85
. Ted's Own Reuben
Latin.AmeriCa and Indo- China, he
Italian Sausage
(A meal in a r~I")
85
._
said.
Kunstler praised the immense
solidarity of the prisoners and he
!,
OUR OWN JUMBO PIZZA
described how' 'white, black and P
Pepperoni
2.00
Cheese
1.50
uerto Ricans stood a.rm~in-arm".
Genoa Salami .
'2.00
2.00
Mushroom
He
read their manifesto , which
Linguica
2.00
Pepper .
2.00
said, "We are the sound before the
. Combination (2)
2.50
2.00
Onion
fury of the oppressed ... "
,
Women relatives of the
~ANDWICHES
prisoners told how information was
Pepper Steak
. 85
Foot long hot dog 49
withheld from them as to whether
(our 'own sauce)
.
(packed with peppers, steak and
their.
sons, husbands, and
mushrooms)
Ted's Ham·burg Whopper 49
brothers, were dead or alive.
Leona White told how they· were
"caned niggers'.' by the guards and
how they were ~"treated like dogs".
HOT AND COLD DRINKS
"We're human too!" she. cried as
We're As Close As Your Telephone.
the cameras continued to roll. ...

CAFE AU CENTRAL PHARMACY

Delivering As U$ual-.
Veteran's Day -Monday Oct. 25
8 p.m. - 11 p.m.

•

lied consistently about Mediical
care;" he stated:
. William Kunstler, attorney for
the inmates, then denounced
Governor Rockerfeller as ' 'A
murderer in every sense of the

*

{No minimum charge·!)

*

followers could not even provide
Mayor Charles Evers of room and board to college
Dayettem Miss.--the first black to volunteers, except for those with
run for Governor of Mississippi-cars. Thus, volunteers without
today called upon college students cars are· invited to come to
.across the nation to take part in the MisSissippi only if they can cover
historic election. campaign in their own living expenses. .
which more than 260 local blacks
"Otherwise, if you can't cover
are running for office on November your own expenses," Evers added,
2n~;
'''do the next best thing: raise

sys em aroun·· an ma elt teleVISlOTI an· ra io time. So ar
responsive to the people's needs," we have not succeeded in raising
Evers said, "then we need the help any funds for radio and television,
of all open-minded college students which is the only sure way we can
in volunteer."
reach our potential voters. We
. "Our people have been need $40,000 by October 15th to do
harrassed, beaten, tricked and lied the minimal job," he said.
to in Mississippi in order to keep, Besides Evers, roughly 260
the blac~ voter registration down." blacks who have qualified to date
he observed. "Nevertheless, we are running for state legislature,
now have 305,000 registered blacks county
supervisor,
school
and over 70,000 18 to 20 year old superintendent, sheriff, constable,
voters. Together, we have the chancery clerk and justice of the
potential for the biggest upset in peace:
'the South's history," Evers stated.
"Our rpain targets are the 21
"We are short on two things-- counties with a black majority,"
money and manpower--especially Evers said. "But every day we
during the week before the lose without the necessary funds,
November 2nd election. ~J!all upon manpower and campaign material
college students who care about reduces our chances to win in those
freedom and justice to converge eounties. That's why we need
on MiSSissippi to he~p us in our outside help so desperately," he
quest for our Constitutional rights. s'aid.
Specifically, we need students
Volunteers are asked to contact
with cars to . canvas registered the Evers
for Governor
voters in the last week of the headquarters, 200 N. Mill St.,
campaign) as well as to drive Jackson, Miss. 39201. (phone: 601voters to the polls on Election <)48-3283). Cohtributions may be
Day," he said.
s,~nt to the same address, made out
Because of the pervasive to : Evers for Governor. Students
poverty among Mississippi's interested in the Evers campaign
blacks, Evers said that his loval may sign up in the Student Union
I
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Psychology
Quh Notes
Mount Everest and psychology -

whatcan these two seemingly
QIssimilar topics have in common.
Dr. James Lester, chairman of the
Department of Psychology at BSC
blended the two when in 1963 he
joined a group of seventeen
American climbers in successful
attempt to tackle the world's
highest peak. The effects of the
severe stressees and strains
exerted during the climb were
noted by Dr. Lester in an
observational
field
study
conducted on the slopes of the
29,028 feet high mountain. On
Tuesday, October 26, the
Psychology Club will fea ture Dr.
Lester as their guest speaker in a
discussion of the psychological as
well as the physical aspects of the
climb. All students are invited to
sit in on the presentation.
The Psychology Club is a
relatively new venture on campus
and presents an excellent oppor
tunity for all those interested to
search out new information and to
view various aspects of the field.
Plans for the coming year include
various speakers and films as well
as some im portant new services
for psychology majors especially
but also for any others interested.in

the CI ub. The first, concerns the
attainment of practical experience
in as many facets of Psychology as
possible. The club is attempting to
set up somewhat of a placement
service for all wishing to work as
volunteers in such diverse aspects
as drug and alchohol treatment,
self-help programs, guidance,
school psychologists, clinical work
at hospitals like those at MCI and
at the VA in B rockton. These and
more possibilities are in' the
making.
Another new service being
formulated is the collection of
hundreds of graduate school catalo
gues offering advance degree in
psychology.
These are now
available in the club office in the
student organization room in the
union.
At the last meeting held
Tuesday,October 12 plans for the
coming year were discussed and
two new officers were elected to
fill vacancies left by the
resignations of Joel Weissman and
Dan Calighari, who resigned due
to the press of other commitments.
Jim McDivitt was elected vice
President while Chris Evert was
elected to fill the position of club
treasurer.
'

national wildlife
Washington D.C .... The National
has
Wildlife
Association
~nnounc~d a $500 bounty for
lllformatlOn leading to the
conviction of anyone shooting a

raised when recent testimony
before a Senate subcommittee in
Washington revealed that airborne sharp shooters were hired by
oming
local ranchers in
bald headed eagle anywheere· in (Rawlins) area lo
r eagles
tP~.,

State Environmental
Policy Act
Legislation establishing a State
Environmental Policy Act (H-6284)
was engrossed today
by the
HOOUSE OF Representatives.
The measure, filed in part by
House Speaker David M. Bartley,
also provides for the creation of a
new Division of Environmental
Protection within the office of the
Attorney General.
PQwzgfjfsbnmmshhe National
Environmental Policy SAet, the
Massachusetts bull provides for
tighter administrative control over
matters affecting the quality of the
environment.
.

Monitor writer to speak
Miss Joy Gerbille-Reache'
editorial writer for the Christia~
Science Monitor, an international
daily
newspaper
with
headquarters in Boston, will be
guest speaker on Tuesday, October

I

and West GermanY'snew attitude
to the. East.
The program,
sponsored by the Christian Science
Organization.' is open to all
students and faculty members.

Association
of
Childhood Education
On October 18 at 7: OOpm the
Bridgewater State College branch
of the Association of Childhood
education had its second meeting
of the year. Guest speaker for the
night was Dr. Wayne F. Dickenson
Chairman of the Educatio~
Department. He spoke on the
current situation in teacher
employment. Wi
and very

said' Anler'icaln;1ilun
being tarred and featherd for
actions of criminals ,erroneously
identified as hunters."
Effective immediately, the
Federation will pay a $500 reward
upon verifying that the claimant's
information was of substancial
assistance in obtaining a
conviction for shooting a bald
eagle CHaliaeetulas leucoc
ephalus) in violation of 16 USC 668.
The claimant must request in
writing to the National Wildlife
Federation 1412 )6th Street, NW,
D.C. 20036, within six months after
convection. If more than one bird
was shot by the convicted person,
$500 will be rewarded for one bird
representing the total lot shot.

need for an open - mind when
ans:wered questions - from the
audIence.
The next A.C.E. meeting will
be Monday night, November 1, at
seven. Mrs. Wood, an artist wi.1l
demonstrate methods in creativity
and te.c~niques for making
Thankglvl
and Christmas

seeking a leaching job. The
prospective teacher must be
willing to go where the jobs are and
not cling to mommy's apron
strings. He mentioned several
tantalizing offers in other states
and overseas. He also mentioned
the possibilities of employment in
the fields of business. kedtlea4Ji'9J!la,l."",,~~
companies sales teachers in

Efforts Continue

Washington (WXNS)--While the
recent riot at Attica State Prison
and subsequent death of 42
inmates and. guards has focused
public attention on "correctional
institutions ", the federal gov
ernment increased its attack on
the "prison reform problem" back
in 1969.
"The American system for
correcting Clnd rehabiliting
criminals presents a convincing
"Harvard's case of failure," President Nixon
A
two week course for prison guards new presdient, EDerek E .Bok is said on Nov. 13, 1969,. when he
is currently being offered at a the 25th president of the institution. ordered Attorney General John
Aforty year old, former Law, Mitchell to implement a new 13
training school in El Reno,
Oklahoma, The purpose of the school dean, Bok stresses an point program to improve the
training is to teach guards a informal approach. President Bok correctional institutes system. "A
!llethod of handling prisoners that plans to be easily accesible tc nation as resou ceful as ours
should not tolerate a record of such
IS somewhere between coddling· students and their ideas. .
futjlity."
and cruelty. The program is also
The most dramatic result of the
designed to attempt to keep guards
Nixon order was last week, or
from ,becoming too discouraged
Nixon sources revealed last
and bitter about their work. The week that the President -may ask rather last year's addition to the
Federal government plans to set Congress to crea te a temporary 1968 Safe Streets Act to provide
up programs similiar to the one in Emergepcy Court of Appeals to more' funds to state and local
The
EIReno. Aregular training center deal WIth problems concerning· corrections systems.
Adm i n is tr a tio n
pro pos e d
opens in Alanta nex5 year while new wage and p:r:,ice controls.
amendment was sponsored by Sen.
plans are also made for a'
Rom"an HruskaaCR-Nebr), ranking
management training center in
minority member of the Senate
Washington D.C.
Judiciary Committee.

News Briefs

.,

Lived In & Antique Clothing
Suede & Leather Jackets $5 and up
Work. Flannel & Cowboy Shirts
$1.50 & up
,
Reindeer Sweaters & Denim Pants

Ja.ckets Coats & Capes $3 & up
Fur Coats $15.00 & up
Denim Jackets_ $3 ~ $4
Velvet Dresses $15.00

SAM COHEN CO.
1134 Montello St., Rt. 28 Brockton
Telephone collect (617) 586-2945 for
directions
Open 8-5 Mon. - Sa t.

Pea Coat!l

26 at IO:OOam in the Student Union
Demonstration Room.
Miss Gerbille Reache's talk is
entitled "Europe 1971" and will
include references to the entry of B
rita in into the common markket

', ..

was
started' as"
hunters
throughout the U.S.
expressing their outrage at the
current revealed mass slaughter of
eagles in Wyoming: The bald
ewgle, America's national bird and
emblem, is in serious trouble from
hard pesticides and diminidhing
habitat. The southern race of bald
eagle found in the eastern half of
thee U.S: is classified as an
endangering species by the U.S.
interior dept. The total bald eagle
population in the lower forty eight
states may contain as few as three
to four thousand birds.
Since 1940 it has been against
federal law to shoot or otherwise
molest bald eagles, but as their
numbers decline, illegal shooting is
becoming a more important factor
working against the eagles
survival. Ana tional furor was

$3.00

Environmen~al impact reports granted new powers in the
would be r:eqUlred. from various environmental area -__ chl'ef anong
state agenCIes elat
t
d
r
lve 0 new ar: these the authority to initiate its
hrop.osed programs.. Certam own actions, civil or criminal,
. ea~mgs would be reqUIred on the against polluters (including
envlronrr:ental con sequences of governmental operations) with or
such p~·oJects. And t~e Secretary with out the appropriate state
0rf Eun.tvlronmental Affa.l~s wou~d be agency. Currently, the Attorney
eq red
to afh~ WrItten General can move against
comments on envIronmental
11
1
impact reports as a means of po uters o~ y upon the reques~ of
guaranteeing an on- going ~he executIve age~~y responsIble
m that area. ;\ddlt~onally the Att
overview of polivy.
The
new
Division
of orney General. s OffIce would al~o
Environmental Protection in the act .as a clearmg .house f~r public
Attorney General's Office would be envIronmental grIevances.

corrections; in 1969 the figure was
4.8 percent. The rest of LEANs
1972 $698 million budget . goes to
such areas as police education,
juvenile delinquency programs,
qnd streamlining court systems.
Under the' 1968 law that
established LEAA, states received
funds through block grants on a 5050 basis.
The Nixon's
Administration addition to this
law, known as "PartE", set updis
cretionary grants specifically for
corrections, to which states must
contribute only 25 percent of the
cost.
'
Part ,;Efunds in 1971 paid more
attention to community programs
than any other priority;. youth
services ,halfway houses and
group or foster homes led the $34
million budget in this category.
In terms of improving the
physical conditions of he prisons,
LEAA Administrator Jerris L
eonard reiterated after Attica the
federal government's refusal to
fund "more fortress prisoners are
locked away and forgotten."
"In fact LEAA has turned down

several requests tor money to build
such outmoded in stitutions"
leonard said. .
'
To help solve the problem LEAA
has in the last two years granted
the University of .Illinois and the
UniverSity of Pennsylavnai a total
of $250,000 to design new models for
prisons of the future.
States
received more than $20 million in
fiscal 1971 to remodel and rebuild
their jails~$5 million more than in
fiscal 1970.
'
Fianlly, the Adminisfration nas
encouraged citizen support fOf
new efforts to upgrade correction
programs.
.
"None of our vocational
educational programs, our work
release, efforts, our halfway
hooses, or our probation systems
will succeed if the community is
unwilling to extend the new oppor
tunity," President Nixon said in his
1969 order to MitchelL If we turn
our back on the ex-convict then we
should not be surprised if he again
turns his back on us."
,j

Theincreaseinmoneyavailable~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BRIDGEWA'TER S'TONEHILL"

for improving the physical
facilities and modernizing rehab
' , - , .'
"
ilitation.programs,illustrates how
fast the government has moved:
Fiscal. Year .,Corrections Bm:iget
1969
$3 million 1970
$60
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
million 1971
$175 million 1972
1973
$300
These funds now represent more
than 35 percent of the total spent by
the Law Enforcement Assistance
MIDDLEBORO
Administration (LEAA) , the
Ov{"r 21 Set Student I.D. For BEVERAGE DISCOUNT
principal federal agency for
ADMISSION $1.00
fu nding s tate and loca 1 fDI_r:JOICIIOC/IOIOOOOCllO"OCIOCI_.~_IOC**_III000_OCI_ _•

_.MIXE'·'R,-.'

mifI~~~~!W()n(est)

The' SCrea1llerS'

T ony P ark er ., supper',
S
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The COMMENT

To The :Members of This
Campus
"Ecology is the study
of all life in its scientific sequences
at a time and a place ... Ecology is
becoming aware of all resulting
events and factors in the
biosphere. . .Man is not the
EDITOR - IN - CHIEF
monarch
of y his environment, for
Phil Conroy
in the long run the environment
will rule him"
In these days of
MANAGINQ EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
the extensive plunder and
Linda LaPierre
Debby Sperry
pollution, almost everyone realizes
that man must be the savior of the
earth. But much of the public
WOMEN'S SPORTS/'EDIToR"
SPORTS EDITOR
doesn't know wahat to do. The
Anne Kelleher
Dave Petrosky
major
objective
of
the
Environmental
Action
Organization is to educate the
students and public and to help
ADVERTISING MANA
BUSINESS MANAGER
David Avila
.
GER theembe come aware of . the
Liz Mors,e
.environmental· problems of .the
present and future.
In attaining
NEWS STAFF
CULTURE STAFF
SPORTS STAFF our goals we have planned two
major projects. The first is a
Janice Indorato
Steve Bullard
Dave Bluestein
Ruth Harlow
lecture geared to two age groups
Bob Tocci
George Haynes
children of elementary school ag~
FEATURE STAFF
Kathy Fox
Jim Hoar
and of junior high school age. This
Chris Nowak
PRODUCTION STAFF
Gerry DOlmelly
wil~ invol v~. research, picture
Kathy Germaine
Jim Doody .
Pam Goldberg
takmg, rewrItmg and presentation.
Nancy Hollins
Mike Tesler
Steve MedeiTos
Secondly,
we
plan
an
Bill Jacques
Marilyn Manter
Lee Smith:
Environmental Teach IN based on
Ron Petrin
'W-a.nda Min.e;ola
Terri Balduf
a similar format as that ~f the one
presented in April of 1971. This
TYPING STAFF
ARTISTS
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
teach in will be presented in March
Anne Damato
Torri Crotty
David Rockwell
of 1972 and will feature Ralph
Marilyn Manter
Pat Kennedy
Dwayne St.Michel
Nader as the main speaker.
Beth Si!~bold
Liz M:orse
David Rainone
E.A.O. feels that ecology begins
Janice Zagrodney Marsha Cook
,at home. With this in mind we have
'already instituted a campus
ADVERTISING STAFF
cleanup. We also hope to have
. Pam Goldberg
,many more trash barrels placed
Liz Morse
around campus.
There is a
, ,;".
. . ' , ,problem in accomplishing all of
he COM~\(t~ it a ~udent encouraged, but mast be bmlted; t . this though. We need people to help
upported an1lld~d weekly 25,0 ~ords or less. AIl.~~teJ:;Stp.~st :us~ It is almost impossible to
ew~paper se'
.~ ~ academic
be SIgned but na~ ,will be ~.14 .accomplish all of these projects
ommunity of ~ater State upon request. Letters
'w~th a han~uLof epeople, There
ollege.
Editor~,: PQlicy is subject to condensatiort. ,.to 'i!d~Wln be ~'; SIg? up table in th~
etermined by Jb~r-~ll-~hi~f . vertising rates will be mailed u11o, ,Student Um~m If yo~ wish to join or
All correSPondej" you ~ay .sIgn u~ m the Student
in cons\lltati()n'~the Ed'1toii~r request.
staff.
Republicatians of '~il' ShO. U.ld be. ad. dres,~,,~d. '.~.·i e ~~~e.n~~~.~.ns offIces next to the
aterial- ~"l'rlnt.u.r l:e$1n is f~' COMMENT Brid~walet!;:iSt te
. Tha~ You
, bidden without the .expressed~ College, Bridgewa~r(··1Ma,.
R.F.Cobb
P~esident
ritten permission~of:theEditor.1;.. 02324. Telepjhone: Area Code
En vir 0 n men tal
Act ion
, In.Chief. Lettersto the Edit.or are 697-6161 Ext 260 or'304.
,Organization'

Bridgewater State College

October 2i. 1971

To the Homecoming Committee
obably the most successful
Homeeo ming Weekend we have
had here at Bridgewater.
Irealize the amount of work that
all committees such as the food
services, Programing Boa rd,
Governing Board, and last but not
ieast the Cheerleaders went
through to make this a mo st
successful weekend.
Congratulations. Joel Weissman
S.G.A. PRESIDENT
'

THROCK"&
rORTT'"ED_ _ _ _ _- - -....
'
.'
': '. .DtI
.1._..1Yl
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•

OijCE AhlD FOR
ALL, AlONZO,WHY
DO YOU WEAR
THAT CA/IlDLE?

....

tOURS~, I GUES5
IT'S NONE OF MY

BUSI~E5S ...

a......()

..~
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S·U· PROGRAM COMMITTEE

next week: BOARD OF' GOVERNORS
-Bruce Parsons
Durgin Hall

Phil Conroy (72)
Chairman
G28 Scott Hall

(74)

Mary Horsley (73)
455 W.Union St. E. Bridgewater

Diane Cobb (72)
Secretary
280 King ST. Raynham

Sherry Mitchell
Woodward Hall

(73)

...

Ka thy McKenna
Woodward Hall
Ernie Daghir
Treasurer
Scott Hall

(72)

(73

Christine Santoro (74)
25 Stafford Lane, Brockton

Paul Naper (72)
Scott Hall 128
Tom Sullivan

(72)

Vice Chairman

photo not available
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S tu d e n t U n io n B o a r d
Governors
(ED. NOTE)

:t •.
~~~~"-"

"

W ha t is· It & Ho w it fu nc tio ns ·?
It' s ro le in th e co lle ge co m m un ity

The Student Union Board of membe rs, however, are eligible for two appoint
meents to the Board;
Govern ors has been coming under reappoi ntment but may not
serve Prsiden t Rondil eau' selected a
increas ing attack lately from . for more than three years
student from the S.G.A. list and a
several segmen ts of the college consecutively.
faculty membe r from the Faculty
commu nity. The COMMENT is
Council list, whose names did
devotin g a portion of this weeks
Selection of Board of Governors appear on the Board of Govern not
ors
issue to the Student Union Board of
nomina tion list.
Govern ors in an effort to acquain t
The membe rs of the Board of
Sue Soares, Chairm an of the
the commu nity with this group,
Governors are selected by the Board of Govern ors, explain
ed to
Preside nt of the College in a
The Student Union Board of unique manner . The Board has set the COMMENT that the idea
behind the Board of Govern ors
Govern ors is a college commit tee. up a nomina ting commit
to nomina ting commit tee was that
At present , it is the only college select nominees for the tee
next
the Board would be selfcommit tee that has a majorit y of Board. Any membe r of the college
perpetu ating and therefo re free of
student s in its membe rship. The commu nity may make
membe rship of the Board is application to the commit tee. an campus politics. The Board of
The Governors is now attempt ing to
thirteen student s, six faculty, one normal procedu re for commit
tee iron out the discrep ency in
alumnu s, and the Directo r of the appoint ments is through the S.G.A.
nomina ting procedu res.
Student Union in an ex officio and Faculty Council. Both of
How the Board of Governors
capacit y. In an effort to try to groups are involved directly these
in the Functio ns
represe nt all segmen ts of the process of selection. The Preside
nt
Being a college commit tee, the
commu nity fairly, membe rship of S.G.A. and the Chairm
require ments are very specific. Of Faculty Council each submit an of Board of Govern ors is respons ible
the thirteen student membe rs, six of nomine es directl y to a list for making recomm endatio ns
the concern ing Student Union policy to
must be residen t student s and six Preside nt of the College
. This the Preside nt of the College.
must be commu ting student s, and procedu re of submitt ing three
lists Anothe r
unique
situatio n
one must be a student from the of nomine es caused
Division of Continuing Studies. Of disagre ement last year adueminor surroun ds the Board in this
to a instanc e. Foreve ry
the six faculty membe rs, three misund erstand ing
must be instruct ional faculty and nominating procedu reas inset the recomm endatio n the Board of
up by Govern ors makes, the Directo r of
three must be admini strativ e represe ntatives from
Board, the Student Union also maesa
faculty. In its constitu tion the the SGA . The Board ofthe
Govern
Board of Govern ors has also taken procedu res stated that one ors recomm endatio n, In the two years
steps to represe nt the major made up by represe ntatives list of the Board's existen ce, the Board
from of Govern ors and the Directo r have
governi ng agencie s of the college. the Board, the S.G.A. and Facutly
always submit ted the same
One membe r of the Board must be Council would be the offcial
and recomm endatio n. The Preside nt
11,l·1.J..'[JIU.t,.g.",."(Ij~. 6i'i'}J'·'i'mfiinatiilgHst.H
owever, due has
onl:y .. ' rej~cted
o?e
and two'mus~ De membe rs. of t~~:"i"!i~2;":i~~ .. "pr~ssure· ,Q~:i::tie~
~~':;':!!l:p;:~.;r.~~~n,1~(;'!n~ji;tl9OP WhlCh dealt WIth
S.G.A. CounCIl. ,','
, .• '.' ,'ij"~~~lI1~esi:fQrsele(!titmbefore·the':i.,:ij1~Board's
' deSIre to add faculty
The Board is also concern ed close of school in
t was membe rs
to the Progra m
with insurin g that there be a assume d by severalJune,i
membe rs of Commi ttee (a sub-com mittee of
continu ity on the Board from year the commu nity that the method
"
.
to year. One membe r of each of the selectio n used for the first Board of the Board).
of
All. meeting s of the' Board of
four major segmen ts (residen t ,Governors would be
in,
effect
Govern
ors
are open. to' the
studen t, commu ting studen t, again, even though the Boards
new commu nity. Meeting s are held
instruc tional
faculty
and procedu re had been accapte d.
monthl y
in
the
Studen
admini strativ e faculty )
are
This is the reason for the Govern ment Chamb er; meetingt
appoin ted for two. years. All controv ersy which has surroun
ded times are publish ed.in the Student

S· U · PR O G RA M
COMMITTEE

The Progra m Commi ttee is a
subcom mittee of the Board of
. Govern ors and is respons ible for
establi shing a well balanc ed
cultural , recreati onal and soc:ial
program for t he Student Umon
Building.
The Progra m Commi ttee is
compos ed of student s selected by
the Board of Governors from.
applica tions filed by interest ed
student s in the Spring of each year.
The Vice-ch airman of the Board of
Govern ors is the Chairm an of the
Progra m Commi ttee; and two
addition al· membe rs of the Board
, are elected by the Board to serve
on the Progra m Commi ttee .. In an
effort to coordin ate program mg on
campus , the Second Vice-presid~nt
of S.G.A. (Chairm an of the SOCIal
SActivities Commi ttee) serves as
the Vice-ch airman of the Program
Commi ttee.
The Progra m Commi ttee has
an operati
ng budget of $~5,OOO for
the 1971-1972 academ IC ~e~~~

Program s which are scnedUlea
from this' budget fall into the
followi ng catego ries; music,
lectures , games and tournam ents,
arts and c;rafts, travel, social
affairs (mixers , dances, semina rs
) an d coff ee h ouse ( mml-co
.. ncer ts
for the Rathske ller).
The Program . Commi~tee has
several subcom~~t~ee~ WhICh plan
apd execute achvlh~s In the above
lIsted
. categor ies.
These
subcom mIttees a~e compos ed. of
Program BCommlttee and Board
of Gov.ern ors l1,lembers. An
opport1!n.lty do.es eXIst for stude~ts
to p.ar.tI~Ipate m the .p~o~rammmg
actlvltIe~
by
JOlmn~
the,
subcom mIttees ~y contac~mg the
~~?f~am Commi ttee Chairm an 1
onroy.
The Progra m Commi ttee
meets weekly onMon daysat4 p.m.
in S.U. Lounge 4.

CORDLESS MASS AGER
Deep pulsating vibration s bring
massagin g r.lief 1:0 aching muscles,
. stimulate s c:irc:ulation. BaUery
operated . Unbreakable - 7" long

Uses 2 '''e'' baHerie •. $6 w/bau.

Add 5% sales tilX Elva Co. P.O. Bo)(
24471, San ~rllncisco, Ca. 94124.
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Sue Soar es, Cha irma n B. of G.

A'C 'U'I ' RO LE
OF TH E COL LEG E UNION
6f

Role the College Union from the educati on program of the college
."
Association of College Unions..
"As the center of' college
In ternatiomH
commun~ty Jife, it· $e~.ves asa
laborat ory of .citizenship, training ,
"LThe . union is the commu nity student
s in "social responsibility
. center of the college, for all the
and for. leaders hip in democr atic
membe rs of the college family -society ." ,
student s, faculty, adminis tration,
"Throu gh the various boards,
alumni and guests. It is not just a commit
tees, and staff, it provides
building; it is also an organiz ation a cultura
l, social, and recreati onal
and a program . Togethe r they program
, aiming to make free
represe nt a well-considered plan time
activity coopera tive factor
for the commu nity life of the
with study in educati on."
college. "
"In all its process es it
encoura ges self-dir ected activity,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ "2. As the 'living room'
or the giving
maximu m opportunity for
'hearths tone' of the college, the
self-rea
lization
and for growth in
The Student Union BmlOmg union provide s for the services
, individ ual social compet ency and
..
provide s the necessa ry services , conveniences, and amemti
es te group effectiv eness. Its goal is the
conveniences, and ameniti es that membe rs ofthe college commu
nity develop ment of persons as well as
the membe rs of the college need in their daily life on
the intellec ts.' ,
commu nity need in their daily life. ' campus ,and for getting to
know
dt d
't
Day student s, Continuing Studies a ndun
ers an
one anoher "4. The union serves as a unifying
student s, faculty, adminis trators, through inform al assoda
tion force in the life of a college,
alumni, and quests will find in its outside the classro om."
cultivat ing endurin g regard for
facilitie s the true concep t' of a
and
loyalty to the college. "
college commu nity center. The, Hi!. The lmiort is Dart' of
the
establis hment of the Student Vnion ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Buildin g, is) howeve r, only
signific ant in its endurin g role as
an' educati onal facility.
The Student Union program is
.
commit ted to continu ing educati on
and to comple mentin g formal
instruc tion with meanin gful
,~TT40 .INT . .
leisure -time
activiti es. a.:::.!~:.!..=~~:!..::. .w~~L~~[gJa1--l.1:1
Partici pation
in
and
the
Cinem ,a East
develo pment
of
mature

appreci ation for social, cultural ,
intellec tual, and ·recrea tional
~--------------- activitie s for the entirE? college
commu nity is the primary goal of
of
Purp ose
the Student Union.
The achieve ment of this tWo-fold
purpose shall be promot ed by the
Purpose of the Student Union formati on of a Board of Governors
Board of Governors (taken from to work with the Directo r of the
Student Union and his staff and to
E.of G. Constitution)
be ultimat ely respons ible to the
The Student Union accepts the Preside nt, who is in turn
responsibility for fulfilling a two- respon sible to the Board of
fold purpose at Bridgew ater State Trustee s of Bridgew ater State
College.
, College.
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It Is Past Time For .Wo11len To Gain Control
Of Their Own Bodies·

by Patsy Truxaw

Shirley Wheeler has been
accused and convicted of
manslaughter for having an
abortion.
Shirley Wheeler lives in Florida,
and in Florida abortion is the
sordid, cloak and dagger, macabre
event women have heard stories
about since way back when. The
ph?ne call, the blind folding, being
sWItched from car to car. until you
reach some unFeliable man's dirty
filthy table.
'
Shirley went through all that,
but was unlucky.
Nothing
happened. Except a little later she
began hem moraging and had to
gog to her own doctor.
.
The doctor completed the
process.
Somehow a health
examiner found out about it. The
fetus was found with the ca theter
still in it, and he had her arrested.
Shirley spent several days in
jail. And was shown pictures of the
fetus.
"Here is your baby. Look at it.
This is your baby. How can you
deny having had an abortion?"
Shirley underwent several
emotional strains; the trial had to
be put off.
.
-IN Florida women who have
abortions, and are found, are tried
under the manslaughter stature.
Finally Shirley had a two day
trial and was found guilty by a jury
of three man and three women.
Shirley Wheeler has not yet been
sentenced, but she faces ·up to 20
years for her manslaughter
charge.
- There have been no -previous
abortion court cases in Florida.
Nor have there been massive
moves in the legisla ture, or much
discussion at all. As a result,
Shirley Wheeler went through an
anguised ex perience virtually
alone. Just as she was about to go
to trial, NANCY Steat~~.'a·
f.eminist lawyer m .. New York,
heard of her case. Because ther e

are not experienced women
lawyers in Florida, and because
the women lawyers in New York
could not move fast enough once
they heard about Shirley, nothing
could.
be done to stop her
conviction.
The Women's National Abortion
Action Coalition is working with
Nancy Strearns now to get support
for Shirley Wheeler.
Petitions
have been drafted and sent to the
. governor and the judge.
The grotesqueness of SHirley's
case is not unique.
Countless women have their
own stories of horror,mutilation,
degradation and forced shame.
Women lucky enough to live in
more "liberal" areas such as parts
of California, New York and
Washington, D.C., HAVE THEIR
OWN STORIES: of being ripped
off by doctors, referral agencies,
and hospitals. Women have been
experimented on like rabbits.
For' these reasons, over 1000
women
from
29
states,
representing 253 organizations
gathered together in New York
this past summer to form the
Women's National Abortion Action
Coalition(WONAAC)
WONAAC is comprise of all
women who know that they have
their rights, yet recognize tha t they
clearly do not exist now, and shall
only by their own and our own
serious
and
consistant
consolidated efforts be recognized.
WONAAC is organized around
three basic' demands and has a
steadily developing program
working toward their resolution.
They are:l) the repeal of the and
all· anti-abortion laws and the
corollary demands of,
2) no
forced sterilization and
3)
the repeal of all restrictive
contraeeption laws.
..
The conference in July which
established WONAAC caned for a
national show of massive force

around these demands to be held
November 20th in Washington,
- D.C., and San Francisco. It willbe
the first national demonstration
ever demanding abortion law
repeal.
Plans for the demonstration are
well underway. Task forces have
been developed and contingents
will march together November
20th. According to women from
WONAAC;s national office in
Washington, contingents all set to
march include Women in
Psychology, ( the radical women's
of the American
caucus for
Psychological Association),
church women, Third World
Women, high school women,
campus women, gay women, and
welfare mothers.
As well ~.s building for
November 20th, WONAAC is
involved at the local level and
national)evel, in legislative and
judicial activities; in investigating
existing abortion facilities on
campuses, in clinic's, hospitals
and doctor's offices; and in
exploring possibilities for litigation
and class action suits.
WONAAC is also layirig the
ground work for a Women's
Commission. To be called the
National Women's Committee for
the study of AAbortion, the
commission will be modeled after
one formed earlier this year in
Europe, and will develop
testimony for a national hearing on
abortion the week· prior to the
November 20th demonstration, and
will as well formulate a series of
recommendations to be presented
to appropriate branches of the
government that same week.
Dedicated to the proposal that a
woman has th e right to choose
whether or ·nQt ~pe will bear
children possible .
.
recommendations the Commission
might make, according to.
WONAAC are: --the repeal of all

anti-abortion laws. --the passage of
an amendment stating that no laws
be passed abridging a woman's
rights for abortion and
contraception. --a ruling by the
Supreme Court on the Texas and
Georgis Laws(the two abortions
pending ruling by the Supreme
court, for which WONAAC lawyers
have prepared an amicus curiae--friend of the court-- brief-} -repeal of the President's decision
that military women cannot
receive abortion on demand.
The week of hearing s will
include the testimony of women,
giving accounts· of thier abortion
experie nces: experimentation,
delays, abses, indictments,
psychological traumans, etc.
Prominent women will simply
caome forth and that they have
had abortions.
Anti abortion groups will be
asked to explain and then defend
their positions.
Delegates from the Commission
will take their reccomendations to
. the branch of the government .
most
closely responsible for granting, or
dealing with them, be it the
Supreme Court, Congress, or the
White House. These delegates will
then report on November 20th of
the success or failure they
encountered in presenting the
Commissions recommendations to
,the government.
It will take mountains of
testimony to save Shirley Wheeler,
that is clear. And it will take
mountains to change restrictions
laws and unwilling minds. Shirley
Wheeler is talking to salvage wha:
she can.of her life, and to make it
less likely other' women will
experience what she did.
And a s Bernadine Garrett of the
Washington Stat~ Welf~re. Rights
Organization so astuetly putit,
"I t is past time for women to
gain control over theor own
bodies."

On Wasted
by James A.
Michener

Time

(A one. time proffessor-editor, to write about France, and if I had
World War U serviceman in the taken that language in college I
South Pacific, and Pulitzer Prize would have been prepared to add
winner, JamesA. Michener has no new ideas to general knowledge.
brought a. whole new dimension to It was Spanish that opened up for
0 f
the world of literature. One of the me a whole new universe
most prolific and exciting writer~ concepts and ideas.
I wrote nothing unW I was forty .
of the . last three decades, Mr
This tardy. beginning, one might
Michener has au thored such best
Hawaii, say this delinquency, stemmed
selling novels as
Caravans, Iberia, and The from the fact that I had spent a
good deal of time knocking around
Drifters.)
Don't be toe calculating. Don't this country and Europe, try ing to
be too scientific. . Don't let the find what I beleivedin, what values
shrinks terrify you or dictate the were large enough to enlist my
sympathies during what I sensed
movements of your life.
There is a divine irrelevance in would be.a long and confused life.
the· universe and many men and Had I committed myself at age
women win through to a sense of . eighteen, as I was en couraged to
Two more comments.
greatness in their lives by do, I would not even have known
stumbling and fumbling their way the parameters of the problem, Throughout my life I have been
into patterns tha t gra tify them and and any choice. I might have made something of a n ideal-optimist, so
allow them to utilize· their then would have had to be wrong. it is startling for me to discover
I took me forty years to find out that I have become a downright
endowments to the maximum.
Nietzschean! I find that the con
If Swarthmore College in 1925 the facts.·
As a consequence, I have never structive work of the world is· done
<;I.had employed· even a half-way
been able to fee). anxiety about by anappalingly small percentage·
decent guidance counselor, I
would have spent my life as an young people who are fumbling oUhe general population. The rest
way
toward
the simply don't give a damn .. or they booby hatchCbecause he could not
assistantproffessor of education in their
enlightenment that will keep them grow tired ... or they fail to acquire bring his person ality into harmony
some midwestern univers ity.
Becausewhen I reported to college going. I doubt that a young man- when young the . ideas that would' with the personalities of others).
Ibeleive this now without
it must have been apparent to unless he wants to be a doctor or a vitalize them for the long decades.
I manotsaying that they don't question. Income, pOSition, the
everyone tha t I was dest ined for 'research chemist where a
substantial· body , of specific matter. They count as among the opinion of ones friend, the
some kind of academic carreer.
Nevertheless, I was allowed to take k~owledge must . be mastered most precious items ·of the earth.. judgemant of ?l?-e's pier~ a~d all
Spanish, which leads to nothing, wIthin a prescribed time-can waste but they cannot be depende upon the other tradItIonal CrIterIa by
instead of French or' German, time, regardless of What he does:- I either to generate necassary new· which human bein~s ar usually
which as everyone knows are beleive that you have til age thirty ideas.or putthem into operation if judgedare for the bIrds .. The only
important languages studied by five to decide finally on what you somebQdy else generates them.
serious students who wish to gain a are goingtodo, and that any explor Therefore, those man and womwn
ation you pursue in the processs who do have the energy to form
Ph.D.
I cannot tell.you how often I was will in the end turn out to have been new constructs and new ways to
implement them must do the work
penalized for having taken' a creative,
Indeed, it may well be the year of many. I BELEIVE it to be an
frivolous language 'like Spanish
instead of a decent, self-respecting that observers describe as hono~able aspiration to want to be
'.
tongue like French. In the end I "wasted" that will prove to have among those creators.
I was about forty when I retired
sacrificed my academic, ·career. been the most productive of those
Instead, I continued to putter insights which will keep you going. from the rat race, having satisfied
around with Spanish and found a The trip to Egypt. The two years myself that I could handle it if I
:
Take A
deep affinity for it. In the end, I spent working. as a runner for a had to. I saw then a man coUld
bank.
The
spell
you
spent
on
the
count
his
life
a
success
i
he
was able to write a book about
Your survived, merely survived, ·toage
Spain which will probably live newspaper in Idaho.
apprenticeship at a trade. These sixty-five without having ended up
longer than anythinge]se I've
done. In other words, I blindly are the ways a young man ought to in jail(because he couldn't adjust
backed into a masterpiece. There spend his life ... the waste of time to the minimum laws that society
requires) or having landed in the
are thousands of people comp etent that leads to true intelligence.

question is, "Can you hang on
through the crap they throw at you_
and not lose your freedom or your
good sense?"
I am now sixty-four and three
quarters, and it's be~inning to look
as if I may make It. I f I do
whatever happens beyourid that is
on the house ... and of no concern to
me.

....•...........•.•••••••••.•...•...........••

••

I At4IJtll1' 10 It ,
i
i•
Spetial $Iud", Rales;
•
:-

Break...

:

Go Bowling tl!

:

i•.............................................
60 broad street
leI. 691 6131 i
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'B.C. Paper
under attack

Sense Sense and Cents
I had the good fortune to
recently spend a day with Willie
"The Actor" Sutton, an infamous
bank robber left over from the 30's
who had the bad fortune of stealing
others' fortunes and getting
caught. Thirty-seven years worth.
'" Called "The Actor" for his many
disguises that got him in and out of
prison, Willie, aging at 70, is now
on -parole and spends his time
exploiting his appeal to former
Gangbusters listene rs by doing
publicity for various banks around
the country.
But more than his frofitable
career in banking, Iwas interested
in Willie's views on today's young
people. Having been released from
prison only a year and a half ago,
Willie is young in the sense that his
life is just beginning, and old in the
sense that he now values sense and mterestea m the pay check. Years
ago" Willie said, possibly
not cents.
Holt, Friendenberg, Kozol-;.step reminiscing about his own bankaside. This Brooklyn
born bank· busting C{lT eer, "people took pride
robber,
suddenly
turned in their work".
educational critic, has' plenty to sy
Willie feels that students should
about students and educa tion.
band together and decide
"The student revolutfon?- themselves what should be taught
There's adequate cause for young in their schools. "Older people feel
people to be doing what they're that students should be seen and
doing. But instead of leaving the not heard--but who's responsible
universities, they should be trying for these terrible conditions in the
to change the school system, which world today? The older people.
is very detrimental. Teacher's Now it's up to' young people to
ideas are very old and they're only change these injustices. The older

- printed transcript from
secret- Trustees meeting

n

d

Cents

..

. .... ,..

.'

x - Rated
Rated X'
College yearbooks yearly nearly
die of dreariness when they're
issued every June. It's refreshing
to see one that's not the run of the
r mil1--one without
tures of

people didn't give us the world we
want to live in."
And Willie talked about his own·
newly-discovered "youth". "What
do Iwant to be when I gr ow up?
The plans I amke are for the here
and now. I once wanted to get into
law," said the man who instead
went outside of it. "Now Iwould
like to contribute to solving the
serious problems we have. But"
said the bank robber who stole
millions, "everybody today is so
busy making mo ney."

Yearbooks

wasn:t so pleased. Aresolution 9f
the dIsapproval was pa ssed. SaId
one legislator, who once attacked
the teaching of Shakespeare in the
school system, "I've never· seen
student

just cross-street.
With his
suggestion, Grimm has changed
hitchhiking from just another allthumbs mode of getting a lift into
an art form.
of his
- Here

by Lee Perlman, Indications want to ruin it by calling attention
Magazine
to the continued support of the
«(Boston) On March 2, 1971, The paper. The Heights interpreted the
Heights, an independent weekly delay as an attempt to renege on
newspaper published by the the agreement or club it into'
students of Boston College, printed submission by holding it up.
the transcript of a secret meeting
The administration learned that
of the school's Board of Trustees. of the "leak" of the February 19
As a result editor Michael Berkey meeting's tranSCliipt, appatently
and former editor Thomas through managing editor Tom
Sheehan face up to 10 years in FKelley.
prison and up to $lO,OOO in fine on
an eavesdropping charge, while a (He later admitted to being an
court restraining order was issued informer and other occassions, and
against the Heights in May and is was fired by the editorial board.)
currently being contested. The The Heights the, rushed through
future of the paper, at least in its publication of the story to prevent
is in serious the College from taking legal
present form,
jeapordy.
action to stop them. They were
The Heights, formerly the visited by Fr. ,McIntyre twice
school paper, had acheived during the night of March I while
independence
the previous the issue was being printed. The
summer in a similar atmosphere purpose, according to the
of controversy. Anumber of Administration. was to prevent the
articles, including a reprinted students from getting them selves
interview with Eldridge Cleaver into serious trouble. The purpose,
and another with Paul Krassner in according to the Heights , was
which the word "fuck" appeared, intimidation. Michael Berkey,
had raised many complaints from who by then had replaced Sheehan
BC's conservative alumni and as
editor,
accepted
full
supporters. The administration, in responsibility for the issue.
desperate financial straits and
with the publication of he issue,
dependent upon such supporters Boston College declared war. The
for its survival, did not feel it could _following day President Joyce sus
afford to tolerate a publication' pended all future payments of
over which they had no control, funds to the paper( which still left
but for which they had to accept enough to operate on for the
responsibility. Negotiations were remainder of the year.) On May
already under way
toward 20, Sheehan and Berkey were
making The Heights independent arrested for eavesdropping. The
nom
when
Be suddenly case has been continued twice and
announced that the paper had been is still pending.
The adr:ninistration attitude,
sus pended as a College
blication and that its funds were and particular)' that. of .. he, ,'... '.'."
cut ~ff. The editors of the President; app'e~reCi'"""!"~'{:)'Ii.~.~ll'W'~.,ltd u.case.to softenti in the weeks followin~.

~;7~~~fI:c~~~~;~~~1r~~tf,;.as;report~cli:h
~
.• :Bi.ttth~paper's

and tU11~OaC~[S
drag,-' and
shing teeth
complexions.
But last June, along came aphic value hasn't seen very much
"Gumbo" a product of Lousisiana good pornography."
State University and one of the
"Gumbo" follows an .inevitable
first X-rateq yearbooks. "Gumbo student press pattern. Four years
got itself into producing an honest a,go.. call1:.pus papers ran what were
representation of cam pus life. labeled "Qbscene " words, back
Maybe sho was too honest.
"Yhel! ~h~; watchwo!'d '. "tel.ling it
Included in the book was a lIke It IS, was tellmg It aSlt was.
photograph of a red, whit and blue Now· it se~ins that :yearbooks
marijuana cigarette; a series of hav~ go~ten m t~e p;lcture by
satires on such sanctions as gettmg m the plctues of nude
motherhood, and four photos of bodies, student sm~king habits and
nudes taken in art classes which other aspects of hfe on campus.
changed the book's rating from R Maybe one provocative pic ture is
to X.
worth a thousand four-letter
"Gumbo" was a partial success. words.
.
Students loved the book and for Dale, Sigmund, Emily, and Tom.
the first time in the colleg 's In a book entitled "Hitchhiker's
. history, ·"Gumbo" werit into a H.andbo.ok", wuthor To:t:D Grimm
second printing.·
gIves hmts on how to hItch your
The State Legislature, however, way cross-country, cross-town or

~4 ;b~ou~htf111

. blank
·abi1uptJeud.,:It
. drinving. past you."
later, .
'rom Sbeehan
dyer's,: guilt feelings.
"if a.
For
'aHout
an
hItchhIkes. lo()ks • unclean and·· agreement ,
. allegedly backed by· Fr;
dangerous, the driver's conscience
caIledforBC to pay the
to oust IUchard Hughes,
~o esn't bptjebother hom much." . $30,000 a year for the next
Dean of the College of Arts and
years and $18,000 the third year, as Sciences. (Jouce had quietly
Usea designation sign instead of
a step toward full independence in rejected the attempt)
Another
the fourth.
.
story recorded, a plan by
your thumb. Grimm says this
at~racts atte?tion and gives the
Richard'
During the following year, presidential assistant
drIver some mformation. He also
friction between the Heights and Olsen to regulate the college
suggests w,riti,ng "Help" or "I give
the administration continued to media. The plan for the Heights
green Stamps' on your sign or just
build. a The point of contention involved' seizing the control of the
holding it upside. down.
however, had moved far beyond paper's compositors and then
.Other Grimm hints include
printing fou-Iettered words 0 even refusing to print objectively
!-Ismg a huge, fake rubber thumb to
unpooular
stories. After this issue, Joyce was
attract attention, traveling with a
opinions. The Heights Staff and quoted as syaing that he wanted
guy for protection if you're a girl
especially Sheehan and Berkey, nothing further to do with The
and having.ThankYou cards
were producing some good Heights.
.'
printaed with your name and
investigative
pieces on the
It was not the only group on
address engraved on them. Shades , .campus. Thejr choice of subject campus thatwas unhappy~ lIn the
of Dale Carnegie, Freud and Emily
matter was the college's political Spring the entire student body
Post.
power struggle between the Board went on strike over the proposed
of Trustees andA. Robert Phillips tuition hike. During the winter
of
.the Black Forum.'. Vice building 'occupations had been,'
Slavi Studies Club
President F .X ... ' Shea and the staged by fern inists and black
There will be a meeting of the
younger faculty and more radical students, and. oilt of the latter
Studies Club Tuesday, Oc; 26
students.
"incident, Black Talent Program
Lost- 1 Benrus wrIst watch with Slavic
10 A.M. in the Student Offices .
Mo·st embarraSsing was an Director A. Robert Phillips was
simulated jade wrist-band. Contact at
(S.U. cubicle #5). All interested
expose by Toni Sheehan, in the fired. Disputes inv~lvingJoyce,
persons are welcome.
.
December 15 issue .of plans by the Shea, Hughes, and the younger
Trustees to remove Sbeaand Jesuits" came to the fore .
.For SaleM Fender Precision Bass.
Spanish Club
President W. Seavey Joyce on '. In 1970-71; the administration
E'xcellent .condition. $200. Contact
December 20. (Shea was in fact either practIced or contemplated
There will be an organizational
Ken, 293-5643.
. fired, Joyce was retained after the deliberate del~berate fraud of the
meeting of the Spanish Club on Oct.
Trrustees tie on a 4~4 on a vote for mass 1 medIa ( the McIntyre
27 at 3:30pm in the S.U.
his removal) Needless to say, the memo), character assinations
Demonstration Room. Anyone
article caused
considerable (Shea) and the use of stUdent
For
Sale-Much
1955
Ford
T-bird
_ _ _ _welcome.
_ _ _......._ _ _ _ _..._ _..._ _ _ _ _ _ _... consternation on the part of both informer.s (Kelley), . criminal
(Classic).
money
invested
in ...interested
Trustees and alumni.
prQsecutIOn
of
Its
own
body, needs paint asking $1,500 or .
Meanwhile! t~e sep;aration stu~ents(Sheehan and Berkey) and
offer. 588-3447
.
agreement arflvedat the previous vanous types of de facto
summer had never been signed. ceI!sorship
(all involving the
The administration's intentions HeIghts)
were honorable, a spokesman siad,
T~e.H~ig!Its is still trying t~find
wanted- Experienced part-time
but it was then conducting a major ou~ If It. IS mdependent, and If its
fountain help for evenings. Apply
fund raising .c~mpaignand didn't editors may ahve to go to jail..
in person at The Collegian, Braod
St. in Bridgewater. .
.

·RECYCLE
YOUR
BOTTLES

Need a ride? - Want ato get away.
for the weekend? I'm going to
Burllngton, Vermont and need
riders. If you'd like a ride in that
direction call Kathy, 329-9464.
Leaving at 3:00, Friday.

There are
bo.xes
for them
Main Floor
S~U·

Sponsored-hy: ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTION ORGANIZATION

TERMP~PERS

U"NLIMITED
"WE GIVE RESULTS"
HUNTINTON AVE. BOSTON.
MASS. 02115

295

(617) 267-3000

--

'Til'
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October 21. 1971

-

Bro~e carving from Mali

Ursula Bernard, Assit. Dorector of

BLA~l:a,Qr'tll~i$~~~iIgOY: ,

The Battle of

by James Davis

you can't make it
WHITE MAN'S WORLD
.
s _taken away your manhood and your pride
.
You think you're really making itBut you're not.
Black Boy, Black Boy,
Where do you think you're going?
But, dig, manYoti're talking about the past.
Things are. changing, man,
Things .aregetting better;
This is the new revolution.
Corne my brothers L
Corne my sisters!
Seize the time, The time is ...... NOW!

The Afro-American Culture Center
. would like to thank Mrs. E. Watson
for her performance on Africa
which included slides, .tapes and ~
wonderful lecture and dance
le$son.
Mrs. Eugennia Watson

Pipe. with bronze carvings.
Carvmgs are for everytime an
animal is killed in a hunt, for sport
or for food. The pipe is covered
wi th reptile skin.

Emperor Menelik II was far
too wise to allow Italy to control'
Ethiopia. The Italians were·angrY
with Ethiopia for seeking advice
from other foreign powers .in
conducting her affairs. The
Italians insisted that by the Treaty
of. Ucciali they were the only
country to advise Ethiopia in such
matters. In 1895 the Italians
decided to IINVADE Ethiopiaby
way of Eritrea to make Ethiopia its
protectorate. Menelika.sked the
p~ople of Ethiopia to help him fight
the Italians. People came from all
parts of the empire to bring
soldiers and join in the fight
against the foreigners. The army
was trained and equipted with the
cannons and guns Ras Makonnen
had previously brought back from
Italy along with other arms
brought from Europe.
Menelik moved his army north
where his generals won small
battles at AmbaAlage and Makale.
The Italians decided to make
surprise attack on Adowa, but they
made four serious mistakes: (1)
they didn't know Menelik coul had
such a strong army; (2) they did ,
not think that Menelik could bring
his army to Tigre so rapidly; (3)
they thought .. that many of the
people of Ethiopia would not help
their king; (4) they thought that
part of Menelik's army would go to
near-by Axum to attend church on
.
Sunday_ .'
The Italians, led by Baratieri,
attacked Adowa with some 20,000
men on Sunday March 1st, 1896.
Menelik's army of some 80-100,000
men was ready and fought well.
The Italians re confused by poor

,1

j
\

Antique bronze, Rain goddess from
Mali.

the Cultural Center

~DOWA

,(ADUA)

CAN YOU DIG IT'?
by J 3 mes Davis

the
ns. It was a great disaster
for the Italian army for about 6,000
men were killed. The Italian army
fled toward Eritrea, and, IIF'
Menelik had not called back troops
for the night, they might have
pursued the Italians and killed
many more of them.
The Italian defeat at the Battle
of Adowa was one of the greatest
victories in the history of Ethiopia.
became
a
long
Adowa
remembered symbol of the love of
freedom of the people of Ethiopia.
The Italians signeda peace treaty
which finished the Treaty of
Ucci'ali, established the boundary
of Ethiopia and Eritrea, ,and
recognized that Ethiopia was a
sovereign state.
The great victory at Adowa put
Ethiopia on the map. Now the
countries of Europe understood
that here was an African country
that could not be easily colonized.
Representatives from many
countries came to sign business
and diplomatic treaties with King
Menelik.
The artist attempted to
portray this battle in a painting,
dipiCting the events and battles
identified by the national language
of Ethiopia, Amharic. Purchased
after much trading this very old
painting may be priceless and one
of its kind. It tells the story of that
great historic victory with pride
and
intricate,
artistic
workmanship. ,

Can you dig the way he put me down?
But Dig!
I'm tired of this jive.
,
,
I'm going to get myself together and do something about this thing.
Can you dig it, man?
Can you dig it?

PJloto Credit-Paul Cotter
Berber tube 110 people can do this
type' of work in this region and
throughout Africa/Fatherand Son,

Dick Gregory
tickets will be
available today free of charge at
the SU information desk.

Hand carved, 24Kt gold necklace
and earring from Ganna.
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MUSIC:

TODA Y'S SOUNDS
of their first LP Clive left. to be
replaced by Licorice (Christina
McKechnie) and Rose Simpson
(who was recently replaced by
Malcolm LeMaistre). Their first
Herbiel "the pusher") Mann
l\1ann heas done it again!
Herbie 1\Tnn that is.
He has
assembled a bunch of super
talented muscicians and together
thay have come up with a variety
of sounds on Mann's new LP "Push
Push". The music is played so
that you have to get up and move.
It has to be one of the funkiest
LP's I havr heard all year. Only
two of the selections are Mann's
own doing; the title song "P ush
Push" and Man's Hope both of
which are the forst cuts on either
siden guess its to set the tone of
the side in Mann's own style) He
does justice to Marvin Gaye's song
"What's Going On" by slowing the
meter and giving variations to the
theme. "Spirit In The Dark" has
got to be the tue of the whole LP.
Its an Aretha Franklin tune done in
such a outa site way that only
musical genius. of Herbie Mnn
could arrange. Its impossible not
to feel the urge to move as soon as
Mann and his men get into their
own.thing.
Herbie Maim has got this thing
for pop hitS an what he can do to
them is like '. .
' . . . . ,of

RELICSO':F"THE
INCREDIBLE STRING BAND
It is fashionable these days to
day, in order to praise a particular
artist or group, that his or their
music does not fall into any
appropriate category, that is defies
classification, and t hat any
attempt to label the specific sound
would demean the character of
both music and music -maker.
Onl a fw are able to live up to
these claims, for there are not
mapy artists in popu lar music who
are incomparable to other artists.
The Incredible String Band have
been, form the r very inception,
one of these few.
-

The. Incredible String Band
were born out of Clive Palmer's
Incredible Folk Club in Clasgow in
1965, consisting at that time of
Robin

great song greater
the current hit "Never Can Say
Goodbye" and pulls of the same
incredible trick of making
it
greater. "What's Going On", "If",
and "Never Can Say Goodbye" are
songs you want to listen to while
you and a close friend do your thing
because they put you in such a
warm loving mood; one that will
never quit.
The personnel that Mann haSt
assembled fir this LP is quite
impressive. Duane Allman plays
lead guitar in the style or rather
CFOSS between John Lee Hooker an
Wes Montgomery; he. plays a
clean, sharp guitar. Richerd Tee is .
superb' on· the piano and organ
while Chuck Rainey moves the
numbers with a pushin' bass and
Bernard Purdie supplies a· super
impressive bottom beat on the
drums. I was really taken over by
Ralph .McDonald
as
the
percussionist of the whole set. He
adds so much to the unique sound
of Herbie Mann that I think it
would have been difficult for the
LP to make it so well
had
McDonald been left out.
Herbie Mann and his flute are
something tha~ I feel everyone on
this campus should listen to and
appreciate. His talent is boundless
and his desire to share his talent by
promoting other artists works is
something that few people can do
let alone do it as well as Mann can
do it!
Hw says in a note of the album
cover, "If all the priests, rabbis,
and ministers has mess ages as
beleivab1e,andhonest as. the music
of Ray Charles,. Aretlia,Franklin, ....
and Marvin Gaye (and if teycould
sing as well) THERE WOULD BE
A LOT MORE LOVE AN:Q A LOr
LESS HATKIN THE WORLD."
His last number '.'What'dl Say"
let's his statement speak for itself,
his flute and . Mann's men. Go to
the musiC. lounge and· listen to
"Push Push". I want Herbie Mann
come to BSC. Get off your
apathetic asses and let me know
how you feel about Push Push!!
with a little push Mann can be
here. A-A-A~Mann!!!!!!!!

concert date outside of their native
Scotland at London's Royal Alb£'rt
HaH in November of '66 mar' 1
them for a
success that
'.,::enchanted audiences the wo.ld
over--beca use they possess a sort
of mucical charisma which is
constantly evolving. embracing
everthing from traditional Scottish
folk lllusi c to exotic Indian ragas.
and
reflecting their
ouwn
uuinh ibited style of total freedom.
In a word . the Incredible String
Band are MAGIC'.

the Sky.
SIDE FOUR:Maya, Big Ted,
The Letter, This monent
TITLE:
RELICS OF THE
INCREDIBLE STRING BAND·
ARTIST:
THE INCREDIBLE
STRING
BAND
RELEASE
NUMBER: 7e-2004 SUGGESTED
LIST PRICE: $6.95 RELEASE
DATE: SEPTEMBER 1971
Also available on Elektra 8track (T8-2004) and cassette (C22004

Now, wxtracted from seven of
their incredible Elektra albums,
spanning the mystery of si x
incredible years of timeless
fantasy, is this reliquaary of
cherished momentos from the
Incredible String Bnd. Adistinct
musical universe all their own.
Beyond classification. Beyond
time. On CElektra.
SIDE ONE: Everything's Fine
Right Now, October Song,
PAINTING Box, First Girl I LOve
d, The Hedgdhog Song, Way Back
in the 1960's.
-SIDE TWO: No Sleep Blues,
Koeeoaddi There, My Name is
Dea
AV
Cellular
:. The lYJ.1)lQ~~ur·

vestervear. But Electrs's Crabby
Appleton,
though
just
as
unforgettable, are anyhting but
rotten to the core!
Last year, Crabby Appleton was
resurrected in the startling form of
a fast and furious band of five
from Los Angeles, who startled the
record world with their exciting hit
single"'Go Back", which zoomed
straight to the top of the charts,
generating
monumental
enthusiasm for their first Electra
album. Crabby Appleton. Rolling
Stone Magazine hailed the record
by claiming that it represented
"something at once universal in
feeling and texturally indigenous
to rock, so that you can point to
anyone and say 'This is rock and
roll' ".
The members of Crabby span
vastly different geographic, as
well as musical backgrounds-reaching from Olowa to New
.J ersey to Cuba and eventually to
Ca lifornia. Lead singer / guitarist/
composer Michael Fennelly,
originally from New .Jersey, is
virtually the core of Crabby's
genius, having penned all the tunes
on both of the group's LP's. He
ahas been singing for as long as
he can remember, began studying
classical guitar at the age of 10, and
has been writing songs since he
was twelve. Oskaloosa Iowa's own

Get any of these top Record albums for only $3.80 and 7UpE proof of
purchase (save up to $2.18). 8-Track and Cassette Tape albums, only
$3.98 (save up-to $4.0())~.:

13296

113611

104379

To indicate the categor~ you want for
each selection, circle. the letters: R for
Records, S for 8·Track Tapes, C for Cassette Tapes. Then enter the code numbers of the selection(s) you want and the
prices in the appropriate columns. Please
enclose full payment along with three
7UP bottle cap liners or other 7UP proof
of purchase* for each selection. (DO NOT
MAIL METAL CAPS.) Make check.or money
order payable to: Uncola Music Offer.
MAIL ORDER FORMIO:
Uncola Music Offer, P.O. Box 777B,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
IMPORTANT: Circle either "R," "S," or "C."

113612

RRETHA
FHAnRlln.
liveQt

Ree.

.Rllmore~West
04370

04375

113474

R
R
R
R

10073

R

R
R

a·Track
Tapes

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Cassatte Sc leetion
Tapes
Numbers

r,loncyollcr

Sale Price

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
TOTAL:

All prices include applicable' state and
local tax ;md mailing costs.
(PLEASE PRINTCLEARLY)

04341

113322

11997

NAME-. _

13365

ADDRESS_

The·.
GuessWho·.

CITY

Sa long,
11876

12848

••
aARK

113603

113505

113629

ELlon
JOHn
111-17-70

JEFFERSON
·AIRPLANE

13358

04383

_

__STATL.

,.ZIP_ _..

Along with your albums, you will receive
the 24 page Music Moneyoffer Catalog
listing over 300 music and stereo equip:
ment bargains. If you would like the Cata·
log and do not want to purchase nn album
at this time, check the box below and send
your name and address along with 25c to:
Uncola Music Offer, Dept. C,
.
P.O. Box 77B,
~
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

Bannatyne
11758

._

D

.I
I

I
I
I

*The following constitute 7UP proof of purchase'
Three 7UP bottle cap liners. (DO NOT MAIL
METAL CAPS): One 7UP purchase seal from the
bottom of ron·ceturnab/e bottles or can cartons;
One 7UP Imprint from the plastiC coll~r can
holders; Or ~ny identifiable portion of the label
from large size 7UP bottles.
-~or information on the famous Uncola posters-

~;~~T M~fg~~ Posters, Box 11477, St. Louis, Mis·

"SEVEN·ur," "7UP,1I J'THE U NCOL~,'I AND 0UNH ARE:
TRADEMARKS IDENTIFYING THE PRODUCT OF THE SEVU~.

II
- I
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Phil Jones, now firmly established
as Crabby's drummer, began
singing in church choirs and
played piano and French horn
before picking up the sticks.
Joined by Felix"Flaco" Falcon,
who came to the U.S. from Cuba
and plays bongos, congas,
timbales, and almost anything
nearby. the two comprimise the
band's dynamic rhythm machine.
Casey Foutz, also from Iowa,
played trombone for eight years,
switohed to the piano and the
classical
works of French
impressionist composers, and
somehow has wound up his musical
ambitions by pounding keyboards
for Crabby Appleton. Last, but not
least, mustachioed bassist Hank
Harvey , is the only native
Californian in the group.

All told, it is their remarkable
ability to fuse these diverse
influences into a reflective
harmony
that makes Crabby
Appleton such a joy to the ear.
Crabby Appleton
Rotten to
the Core Their second -album--on
Electra
Side One Smokin' In The Morin'*
Tomorrow's ANew Day* It's So
Ha d* Makes No Difference* You
Make Me Hot* One More Time
Side Two Lucy* Paper To Write 0
N* Lookin' For Love* Love can
Change Everything* Gonna Save
You(From That)
Title; Rotten to the Core Artist;
Crabby
Appleton
Release
Number; EKS-74106 Suggested List
Price; $4.98 Release DAte;
September 1971 Also available on
Elektra 8track (ET-84106) and
cassette (TC-54106)

i'!iawfi~6m:i~'lTL'FREEDOM,Bob
b
(drums)

.

from some super
artists like Grand Funk, Jimi
Hendrix, and surprisingly ,
Steppenwolf. The LP begins with
a heavy, moving Grand Funk style
number called "Freestone". It
sets the pace of the album with
strong base lines, quick drums,
moving -guitar work, and some
indescr ibable voicees. From here
the group tries to jump one step
higher evey song. Throughthe
Years is a change of. pace rock
blues song that joins the first side
hnr,,.n"l1C1rl

to the LP together and is one that
evey listener has to make his own
judgemant about. Side one ends up
as it started with another tune
much influenced by Grand Funk.
It shows that FREEDOM is the
type of group that concetrates
mainly on
instrumnetal
proficiency rather than on vocal
quality. All three musicians sing
yet I don't know who sings wht, w
here or when. This last snumber
"Get Yourself Together" is really
bluesy in that whoever sings
sounds as if he were giving his last
performance knowing that he has
to give his best effort.
After hearing "London City",
which starts the second side, I
couldn't help but feel that
FREEDOM is definetly a group
that will make it in America only if
the AM stations are willing to play
a sound like theirs. "London City" gets the vocals and instruments
to share equal terms. There are
two parts and two rhythms; first
the rock part then the rhythym
part and blues part, and then back
to rock. "London City" is a
phYSical kind of song that at first
makes you tighten up; makes you
relax; then brings you home.
When I first heard "Thanks", I
thought that I was hearing
FREEDOM's own version of "Let
It Be" because of the piano of
Roger Saunders. "Thanks" places
much more influence on lyrics
than on any other selection in the
whole LP. Saunders sings and
plays much like Al Kooper when
the latter was with Blood, Sweat,
and Tears. The finishing number
is "Toe Grabber" which does as its
name suggests. Its the kind of
song that makes you want to get up
and dance and move around. As
one listener puts it "its used more
as an effective song ... not a fair
representation of the group."
I agree. I feel that FREEDOM is
much more capable than any LP
can show. Harrison is a never
ending _ drummer with his
i Saunders plays a

the time this goes to
press
FREEDOMS LP "ThroughThe
Years" on Cottillion (SD 9048)
should be in the music lounge. Lis
ten to it. You'll like it. "Through
The Years" FREEDOM will come
to all of us. List".,., to FREEDOM
now and you':. remember them
"Through the Years".
By the way; Nov. 8 B.B.King at
BSC NOV. L)---:L$ Herbie Mann at
Lennie's Rte. I Danvers.

OOn October 28, 29, 30, the
Bridgewater State College Dra,a
Club will present the Joseph Stein,
Jerry Bock, Sheldon Harnick,
musical FIDDLER ON THE
ROOF _The play will be performed
at 8: 15 in the Student Union
Auditorium.
The play is set in Southern
Russia, early in the20th century. It
is the story of a poor Jewish man,
Tevye (James Romano), who is
blessed with five daughters and a
wife Golde (Suellen Sciarapa).
Through Yenta (Jan Piere), the
local matchmaker, Tevye and
Golda arrange a marriage for
Tzei tel, (Donna Milani), their
eldest daughter, with Lazar, (Gary
Genard), the local butcher.
Tzei tel, however, loves Motel
(Terence Welch), a poor tailor.
Eventually Tzeitel and Motel are
married
with
Tevye! I'S
BLESSING.
Hodel, (Karin Ma ther) , a
younger daughter, falls in love
with Perchik, (Chris Fairhurst),
without her father's permission.

On the Roof

l

. I

by Rick Mitz
HOWDY, HOWDY DOODY
As older people revert to their
pasts
through
NO,
NO,
NANNETTE: MAYBE, : AYBE ,
:AE : SURE, SURE, SHIRLEYK
and the rest of those vintage campside memories, we've been left
without a nostalgia to call our own.
Until now, we've had to vicariously
though our parents' pastes, as they
try to bring it all back home again.
But now we can go back to those
long weekend hours in front of the
TV shouting tee h ee at Howdy
Doody, Buffalo Bob, Phineas T
Bluster, Clara bel , Dilly Dally and
the dest of ou r 1950 family figures.
Because now Buffalo Bob, the
Doody-Cang ringmaster, is making
a come back. We have our very
own nostalgia. With old films of
Howdy Doody Shows that wer last
seen on the screen more than ten
years ago, 53-year old Bob Smith is
making the rounds of college
compuses with a two-hour
presentation that has long-hairs
-

Perchik is sent to Siberia for-being
a -radical, and, in a touvhing scene,
is followed there by Ho~el.
Chava, (Myra Me.delros), t.he
last to marry, falls III love WIth
·Fyedka, (Brian McNamara), a
Christian, which was e~pressly
forbidden by her father, Tevye.
Chava runs away to marry
Fyedka, breaking tradition. as well
as her father's heart, for marrying
outside her religion. As a result of
this marriage Chava is disowned.
The separa ted, and broken
family left in Anatevka is ordered,
by the Czar to leave. So Tevye and
GGolde along with all the other
Jewish citizens, move from the
home thet love.
The play, directed by Professor
Barnet, assisted by Michael
Poisson, with music directed by
Ross
dDabrusian,

longing to retreat to their days of
innocence. It all began last year
when University of Pennsylvania
students wrote to Uncle Bob asking
to borr ow a Howdy Doody
kinescope. Since then, Mr. Smith-~
Howdy in tow--has toured more
than 60 colleges and· has played
full-house gigs at places like the
recently- demised Fillmore East.
It was an innocent nostalgiawhere we lived in a Wonder Bread
world, building strong bo dies J2
ways, drinking VOvaItine and
searching for the cream filling in
our Hostess Twinkie li ves.
But, like the rest of us, Howdy-the dummy with brains enough to
mutter only an occasional Gosh,
Golly Gee and Right You
ARE-HAS GROWNUP. AAt24
- years old, Mr. Doody sti 11 has his
freckles intact, his ears outturned
and, with all strings attached, is
ready to lead us on to a new
nostalgia.
GEE WHIZ

ding at Bridgewater State
College or may be ordered by
telephone at 697-6171, ext. 247.

Oct. 28,
29, & 30

Tickets

Now!

MUSIC

HERE
AND NOW

at 7:30 P.M. in the Restaurant
Gallery ~
Students from the
Conservatory will play selections
by Seymour ShifrIn, John Heiff,
Oliver Knussen, Arthur Berger and
Pozzi Escot.
The concerts are free and open
to the public.
For additional information
contact Clementine Brown or Maro
Queen at 267-9300, Ext. 220.
See "The Parable" <shown at
the N.Y. World's Fair) Aat the at
the Newman Center Thurs. Oct. 28,
10:A.M. A meaningful experience
Sponsored by the Sociology Club.

Better Hu.rry,
•
they're gOIng
\

fast

I

..

Available

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
PRESENTS "MUSIC HERE AND'
NOW"
The Museum of Fine aArts has
inaugurated a new program of
musical events, "Music Here and
Now", which focuses on. the
composers and musicians of today
and tomorrow. In a series of five
concerts to be .held throughout the
year in different parts of the
Museum, students from the New
England Conservatory of Music
will play musical selections by
young Boston composers.
The next concert will be held on
Tuesday evening, November 16th,

1

!

Fiddler

cont. from page 5

FREEDOM:
"Through The Years"
being made in England these days
but unfortunately we here in
America. Cire a. few .time zones

October 21, 1971
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Young Lawyers
llnd

Student Power

by M_ Howard Gelfand

(CPS) As the student power
inovement shifts from the street to
the conference rooms; college and
university students are finding new
tools and unlikely allies in the
perennial struggle to wrest power
from administrators.
A new breed of young, antiestablishment attorneys
is
creating a legal power base from
which students can deal with
everything from greedy landlords
to college presidents .. Some of the
lawyers emphasize protecting the
student as a consumer. One such
lawyer is Jim Boyle, who has been
defending the University of Texas
students for two years. Boyle,
. whose salary is part of the student
government budget, is not· allowed
to sue the college" so he spends
much of his time helping his clients
cope with insurance salesmen ,
auto mechanics and landlords.
One of the most radical of the
new breed, Richard Howland,
councils
University · o f
Massachusetts, studentsae waS
hired in'1969 when the' University
chancellor--a botanist whom
'Howland calls"rosebud"-irked
students by controlling the student
fees budget.
. Another student lawyer

legal tlgnt over student tees andlle
helped Oregon students gain
control of how their student fee
money is spent. Those fees now
pay his salary.
'
Boyle, Howland, and Ackerman,
are part of the handful of students
government attorneys working in
the U.S.; they would like to see
more added to their number.
"If the president tells you you
cant get a lawyer, get a lawyer to
see if you can get a ·lawyer,"
Howland says. He does not advise
asking first however.
"We assumed that it was alright
and went ahead and did it. We
moved slowly at first, but after a
while we were able to tell the
president that he 'couldn't have an
office in the student center~- and he
backed down."
Howland says one reason
University of Massachusetts
students chose him was because he
was " very involved' 'in the
Columbia riots of 1968. He credits
his radicalism to a beating at the
hands of a . policeman during the
riots. "I did fine in the Navy for
four years/' he says as he looks at
his hobbled
and cane that
doubles as a mhiHlina

Howland claims that studens he'
, cou n·sel p'(j have usua1ly 'been
successful in court. The bearded
paunchy
lawyer speaks with
special relish when he relates the
story of the student who won a $200
'<1eCl~lon from the university in a
smaH claims court. The university
appealed.
"I said fine," Howland recalls.
"Because you can't appeal a
decision in small claims courts in
Massachusetts. "
Howland has been involved in
other unusual cases. There was,
for example, the student who
phoned' a bomb threat to the
women's dormitory at 2a.m. The
student was hoping to get a
glimpse of the women as
the
building was bping evacuated.
Boyle enjoys telling the one
about the student who was
assessed $600 in repairs on a 1969
Volkswagon, Boyle was ready for
the attempted swindle: he retained
a mechanic who checks out
questionable work and fees of
other mechanics; in this case it
was decided that drastic action
was needed.
"Our mE~cha!lllC

and more ", youth oriented. in 196!;", ',., ";><"~'~_-'''f'''''''m.·;se~~
with the
proliferation of drug
busts.", Ackerman says.
His, crucible was also the the

Bse

wjth our attorney,' and the student
, says 'Fine, we'll check it out with
ours,' it really blows their mind. It
removes the mystique of the law;
you've got your own witch doctor."
Another way to acheive power
is through the press. Boyle, with
the help of 15 law students,
regularly 'issues press releases
that contradict conservative
dispatches of the University of
Texas
public
relations
departmant.
Similarly, Howland has written
an article for the school newspaper
telling students how to act and
,what to say( nothing) IF they are
arrested .
And Ackerman spent last year
lobbying at the Oregon legislature.
Asked why they want to defend
students, the lawyers say that'
young people, as a group, are
oppressed and need legal aid.
. Boyle, who represented poor
people in Louisiana before corning
to Texas, says, " I was reluctant to
serve students because they were
only temporarily. . ooor. But Itook
the job because it was a- cliaII~nge
especially with the hostile hoard of
reg~nts."

tells a student that wants
something that'We'll check it out
~

,

'.

EI-Ed Course
inTeachi~g

DRUG

PREVENTION

.1:...........................

COME TO
THE Student Union Info. Booth:
1 dec\( of playing cards

: ~ Bulletin Board f
•
•
,1 temporary LD. Gortion- name:•
•:
Notices

1 Indian bead. purse
1 Fernandes Courtesy Card. Any club or organization who bas •
1 psychedelic eyeglass case
V.J.P. Katherine F. Alzone
• a special announcement to make, :
"For the first time . planned for the spring semester as
1
silver
hoop
earring 1 .big ~lack w?ol sweater
: must submit it to the COMMENT •
Sta. te Colleg'es, In well.
.
f dr',' b
;'t
. Biologlcal SCIence by Keeton-: office by Tuesday of the week they •
,urassach'usetts
m
Prevention 0
ug a use 18 1 S
return to Ralph Zusman
• . h 't t
r
"
purpose. It i~ a tragic fact th&t
• WIS 1 0 appea .
and for all we can'
learn, the first time in the United drug addiction is sifting down into
Brown
-history notebook;:
States,adrugeducationcoursehas the rank~ of young children. How
glasses-brown framej
• Announcementbeen prepared with the express to acquaint elementary teachers
•
:
purpose of teaching elementary with the causes arid cure of the . 1 red history notebook with
teachers how to assist in problem, how to employ modern ballpoint pen
• ------------preventing addiction among young teaching tee hniques in this very
1 tan sociology notebook
Biplogical Science by Keeton -.
children, a very real problem in vital area, in short, how to prevent
1 The Complete Book of return to Ralph Zusman, #311: _ _~_....._ _ _ _ _ _ __
the world today.
the problem from becoming a Witchcraft
Durgin Hall
•
Dr. ' Adrian
Rondileau, problem for elementary school
1 The Personal Response to
: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _• •
President of the College said, "It is children is the aim of the course. Literature
peculiarly fitting,that Bridge water
The, man who is sparking the
1 English Grammar Book The
:
:
State College, an educational course and giving it verve and Second Course
. grown history notebook return.
•
pioneerfor over one hundred thirty direction is dynamic Assistant
. to Ann D a w l i n g :
:
• •
years, shouldals.o pioneer in ways Professor Gerald Thornell who,
and means of helping to combatthe last year; directed Bridgewater
.
:
scourge of drug addiction."
State College students in the
120th Century Bookkeeping ana.
: '
•
•
:
The course was proposed this Sturbridge workshop which drew Accounting Book (Library Book)
1 pair brown horned rimmed Glasses- brown frame- return to:
•
year by Dr. Wayne F.Dickinson, wide attention in educatignal
chairman of the D'epartment of drcles~,
.~~, "glasses (men's) '.
.
John Drady, #317. SC?tt Hall
•
•
1 Modern Mathemahcs:An Oral Comm\lmcatIons (book) -:
:
.Elementary _ E~ucatio~ . ~t. He has not kept the class"' ~o
return to Maureen Burns, 11 Grove.
•
Bridgewater SState College,' and IS.. hmlself alone, .buthasb;rought In ELEMENTARY Approach
1 pad ,of yellow paper, (long) ,Street. Taunton. 824-6067
•
:
being taught ,by .Assis~ant speakers ~hose experience i~ most
Professor Gerald T •. Thorl'lell,va~uable m h;;mdlmga subJect of
:
.
under the sponsorship or the this sort.
Lt. Paul O'Brian,
• •
Division of Continuing St1;tdies o~ C~8;i~man of. the ,.Narcotics. .'.
: .
:'
which Dean Joseph. B .•' ChlCcarelh DlvlslOn of tMassachusetts State .1 MathematlCs. Th~ Alphabet o t . .
.'.
is Director. .
Police,was the first. Mrs. Eleanor SCIence (James ASCI)
CalculuS book and bluebook bag:
•
1 blue wool button _qown.sweater - return ,to B e a u n o n t .
.:
Dr. Stanley. L.'Clement, Fisher, Prr;ect·· Director of
Director of the
Division oi- '.'Turnabout" . spoke also and is
~ black umbrella wlt~ black. and
Green button down front ski.
•
Pr,ofessionalEducation, planning to arrange a visit of the whIte handle
jacket - return to Louise Martin:
pronounced it one of the many class to "Turnabout" some time in
822-0909
'•
•
: :
ways in which Bridgewater State November..
College is striving to widen the A third speaker has been Mr.,
.'
'•
scope of Jl)odern teaching methods Lorence McKenney, author of
".
'
'. . , , . .
':
and to acquaint teachers with new, "Elementary Drug Program", a 1 blue b~ckle .do:v n coat
Red, plaId gym bag. - return to :
•
Tom 0 Connel~
.
:
exciting teaching pro~edures, multi~media package put out by 1 gold rmg mIssmg stone
materials
and ,evaluation the Creative Learning G-roup.
1 ye~low psy~hology notebo~k
Yellow mUSIC notebook -return:
Org•.anI- zatI-on
•
techniques.
Being a new course in t~e
1 whIte sock ,
to Nancy Letourneau
•
~
•
A group of 40 teachers and College, it will, of course, grow m
.:
:
administrators
from
the scope and undergo changes but the
• •
elementary schools of the area primary purpose will be to study
October 27
:
D ate to a p pea r
:
meet once a week for a three-hour the underlying causes. of the
S.U.Dem. R m , .
•
Organizational meeting Spanish
: ..~.
ft· me s
•
class.
This semester was its prob1en1 and to provid effectiye
beginning but so successful has it tools With which to prevent Its
Club 3:30 P.M. anyone interested
.1"'10. 0
I
....
:
been that the course is beine growth.
wf'knme'
!itt ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••
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Jocks JOIn the revolution
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by Doug Stone

Alterneate Feature Service

(AFS)"He was the best
linebacker we ever had on the
freshman team," Oregon State's
football coach.said. But this spring
"he marched into my office and
told me he wasn't coming out.
Icouldn't believe it. It made me
sick to see what Iwas seeing. He
was wear ing sandals. No socks.
His hair was down to his' shoulders.
He had a long beard. It was hell
for me. The kid just turned my
stomach .. Irecruited that boy
thinking he was Jack Armstrong. I
was wrong.' He turned out to be a
freethinker."
Somewhere, way back in the
corner of America's locker rooms,
past the tapered tor sos, tree stump
calves and stretched out jocks,
there's a strong odor. It is clearly
not the smell of sweaty men and
their grubtiy ewuipment. It is
something more subtle. It's the
smell that something is wrong here
among the all-American boys and
with the system that breeds them.
Black athletes know the stench
because they grew up with it. Now
some of their white teammates are
lifting their heads and sniffing the
air. The phenomenon has been
dubbed the "jock revolution" and
is just as evident here in the
heartland as it ison the coasts.
In all, athletic programs at
more than 100 schools have been
the target of some sort of protest
since 1967; according to Jack Scott, .
the unofficial leader of the athletic
revo lution and founder of the
Institute for the Study of Sport and
Society in Berkeley. Even in such
an unlikely place as Wyoming,
several high school basketball and
football players in two
communities quit their teams
rather than play for a di.ctatorial
coach.
The many athletes who are
speaking. out, .. an.d. th~ dozens· of

~",''''~4(~.",~~_,i!{1>rotestshave
varIOUS'

goals. Some are seeking

practices
as
discrimination.
Three former University of
Minnesota athletes explained
. recently, why, after devot ing a
. good part of their lives to sports,
they finally said, "Fuck·it." Steve
Church, star football player at a
local high school, played for
Minnesota's .freshman team in
1968. By traditional standards he
did quite well, pl~ying linebacker
and guard on the same unit that
later included some varsity
stalwarts.}3ut by spring practice
of 1969, "I just started losing all
desire to hit other people and have
people touch me," Church said .... "I
found myself hating· to touch
people at all when before you were
constantly beating your head
against other people."
"The
coaches would be o'ut there
screaming 'Attack! Attack! 'and I
would start to see the absurdity of
the whole thing."
By August t 1969, when three-aday practices- began, Church had
had enough. He sent Head Coach
Murray Warmath a letter
explaining the reasons why he was
quitting Minne sota football,
reasons which ran deeper than
objections to the time and energy
college football exacts from
athletes. First of all, Church said,
he never really fit in with the rest
of the team. Like other white
athletes who .were beginning to
develop a social and. pol~tical
consciousness, he was III lImbo
between black athletes with whom
he sympath ized, and straight
white jocks.
'Blacks and whites· were
seperated
physically
and
culturally, ,,' Church said. "The
white athletes generally lived in
fraternity houses, while the bl;;tcks
lived in the dorms. The black
athletes were much more aware o~
their own dignity than the whites.
They began. ~o reject the
subservient pOSition coaches put
players in. They understood the
myth of athletics: that they build
character that they build men,
that vjcto~y is the high est goal."
Church'S Dolitical leanings got
I

.,

,

"',

~

Providence University track troen
;fC:J::f!.:IiH~..· resident have forced autocratic and
...
.
The unpopular .coaches to quit. The
sees more basketball coach. was under Cambodian intervention last year
r""atlhletes beginning to question the constant pressure to make Pyle cut brought a bitter reaction from
a "fucking activist" by basic tenets of college football.
his hair. The University's· sports many traditionally non-political
white players when he work ed in a
"All across the country you can publicity department even refused syhlryrd.· . Volumbia University
group that supported a black see players rejecting the old ways. totake his picture bE'&ause of his football players sent a protest
takeover
of
the
campus At the college all-star games they hair, he said. Pyle'srtudes didn't letter to Nixon while their Ivy
administration building.
The were wearing peace signs on their exactly epitomize those expected League track colleagues issued
inescapable analogies between the helmets. Other players are merely of a Big Ten athlete, either. He such a strong protest of the
military and the college football sticking out a few years on the alienated many s ports fans when invasion that the te·ams from the
structure, also
began
to team to keep their scholarship, "he he wrote a letter in mid·season to Army and Naval academies
ggtoChurch. Football coaches, like explained.
the student newspaper, voicing his wi thdrew from the annual
the Marine Corps, are interested in
Paul· Johnson, a 22 year-old thoughts abo ut the irrelevancy of Heptagonal Games. Scott and the
building "men". "Warmath was Vietnam veteran was forced to quit winning. In the letter, he said many people who look to him for
always trying to instill this false the freshman Minnesota football students would be' better off leadership' are. attempt ing to
sense of manhood in us," Church team last fall whenhediscovered reading Eldridge Cleaver than a humat;lize sport and make it
said.
that the coaches wouldn't let him local sports columnist. Ardent r·elevant· to people's lives. They
"Each year Warmath gives a play just for enjoyment. After sports· fans, inelu'ding the want greater participation and
lecture on what a Minnesota starting his first game, he was told columnist,did not apprec iate , democratization of athletics.
football player should be.
He to cut his hair, already short by Pyle's
expression
of
his Whatever the reason, athletes are
encourag ed us to join ROTC. He contemporary standards~ orbe grievances. They seemed to feel speaking out as never . before.
told us about hair length (short). . benched. "You'll always run into that if he didn't like the way athleti Their voices undoubtedly will grow
It's constantly drilled into you policies you won't agree with," cs were ruh, he should giveup his louder. But the sound may have to
that you ha ve to be such and such Coach Warmath told him .. John. $2,500 scholarship and quit' the .become deafening before the
nationts. sports. establishment and
to be a man. Those that don't son had had enough of those kinds team.
Witness
conform won't play," Church of "policies" in the Marine Corps,
While the publicized dissent sports fans hear it.
explained. The ultimate insult so he quit the team.
against the Athletic Establishment Nebraska, where 60,000 fans dress
coaches res~rve for players who
"IN THE Marines.I began' to has corne from many sources ar in red cowboy hats, red jackets and
make mistakes on the field or step think. Everything the service was ound the country, asat Minnesota, cowboy boots each weekend to root
ou tside accepted norms of for, I was against. When r got on there. has also been m uch ~ for the nation's "best" college
behavior is to call them' "pussy." the football team, everything I had organized protest.
The black team.
The superman image coaches begun to think about and believe in boycott of the 1968 Summer
try to instill in their players is not was interrupted. They hassled you Olympics is the most notable
confined to the locker rooms. about your hair, about calling the example. The Harvard rowing
Social activists like Church coach 'sir', about doing things a crew ; among otherw, supported
contradict and upset that image. certain way because that's the way ,that boycott..
..
.
So do freaks and many women. it has· always been done. l l Unlike
. In recent years the UniverSIty or
Some Minnesota' football players some athletes who have quit, Maryla!ld fO('ltbalJ players and'
~~~bMt~hlw~~a~~~ J~~oohUn~g~~~fuofuilll~• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •~• • • • • •_ _
street neighborhood near campus, entirely. This fall he wiUplay for a
'Church said. And .if. the players small college in the Twin Cities.
saw a woman walking by· who He has no illusi onsa1)out .glory on
didn'tmee'ttheirstandards of what . the
gridiron . or
national
a woman should look like; they·. championships., uI'm goipg to play
would say to her, "Hey, Sweat for the. hell of it~· just to have a
Hog," Church said. Once he was in good time."
vited toa fraternity party by some
Johnson said he has not received,
teammates. "All the guys were any negative reaction concerning
NEW ENGLAND LIFE HAS A MAN TO TELL THE STORY
talking about 'those diety hippies his decision to quit. Minnesota
and their sex orgies.' A half hour football.
"Many players· said, . INSURANCE WHILE. YOU'RE IN COLLEGE? IT CAN BE.DONE
later all the fraternity brothers 'Way togo.' " But coaches simply
TO YOUR ~REA,! ADVANTAGELnnS.MAN HAS WE SPECIAL
lined up to ball two. women in ,the cannot understand the: changes
IZED EXPERIENCE· AND POLICIES. TO MAKE NEW ENGLAND basement."
that playerS a,re demanding in
LIFE 90 TO WORK FOR YOU NOW.
The Jact that college football is athletics, he said. "They feel their
"totally big business" is another. authority is being threatened."
reason Church pulled out. "Fo· Johnson sees all too clearly the
otball is not for the students, it's for parallel between the mentality of
the alumni," he said. Student organized athletics and foreign
interest in. Big Ten sports has affairs. "The idea that we cannot
dropped off so drastically at lose face is applied in football and
Minnesota in recent years that the in war," the former Marine ,sain
..~1, . spent last

.1

Why it's worth making plans now
for'yo,ur ·financial.future

oN

New England Life

If Interested repiy

Box 53 Scott Hall
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In Pro
Circles
bv Dave Bluestein

The Bucs defeated the
dei"ending champion the Baltimore
Orioles. I wnu \-"ere favored to do
away with the Pirates in short
order) in 7 games. Thanks to some
dutch pitching by Steve Blass,
:.lelson Briles, and the sparking
releifing of
Bruce Kison , the
Pirates came back: from a ~-2 game
deficit and won three in a row.
Then it was back to Baltimore but
the birds held up the Pittsburg
express by taking the 6th game in a
series by a score of 4-3. Then
came Steve Blass, and the hitting
of Roberto Clement, and a 2-1 win,
and a Pittsburg championship, the
first since 1960, as the Bues who
were supposed to go down in 5
surprised many people.. Except
their hometown fans who went
berzerk.
The MVP of the series was
Roberto Clemente who was the
teams inspied leader. This was
due credit to Clemente as he has
been a class player in the National
league for many years.
Aquestion remains now as to
whether
manager
Danny
Murtanaugh will return next year?
My guess is yes unless its for
health reasons because he has
had a heart problem, but after
Sunday I wouldn't be surprised if
his problem all cleared up!

Trade Winds:
The Red Sox who made a big
deal last week with Milwalkee are
still
to drum
business.
And
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Duncan, this
could help Dam
teams, as Boston wouls like a good
hitting catcher and the A's seek
added defense behind the plate.

. Back to the hockey wars as it
seems with the Brui"ns are ~kating
,,,ith a Ii We feeling now. After
losing their horrie opener to the Nw
York .Rangers, the Bruins
returned the favor and ruined their
home opener bea ting the Rangers
by a score of 6-1, as the Boston
passing game clicked beautifully.
Plus the fact that the Bruins got
superb net minding from the
veteran Ed Johnston who was
almost unbeatable except for a
deflected goal by Rod Gilbert.
Eddie WestfaU led the Boston
a ttack wi th two goals.
The next night back at the
Boston Gardens, the Bruins made
quick work of the Buffalo Sabres
defeating them 6-2. Phil Espito
and Wayne Cashman each scored
two teo goals; Bobby Orr and
Jo~nny Bucyk scored the singles,
whIle Sabres young star Gil
Perrault scored his first goal of the·
year. Mike Robitaille had the
other Buffalo tally.

**********

Gerry Cheevers managed to
injure his left knee in Boston's first
game and will be sitting. on the
bench for a while. Ed Johnston,
who is playing excellent goal now
for the Bruins will be getting a lot
of action under his belt until
Cheevers returns, then Tom
Johnson will start rotating his

.

them .
being
p, may e'.,
headed in other directions. It is
also a fact that the Pirates are
seeking a shortstop. The Red Sox
are still seeking pitcher. How
about Petrocell i for E Ilis? Maybe
these two teams can get together.
The Red Sox are seeking an
exchange of catchers wit Ii
Oakland, Duane Jop~e_s0!1 f?f I?a,:~

Field Hockey team
by Kathy Fagan

•
two
wzns

BSC vs WSC
Varsity Field
Hockev
The- Bridge\vater State field
hockey team defeated Worcester
State Tuesdav, October 12. bv a 3-0
margin. The" win was the result of
a total team effort bv the
Bridgewater girls, making their
record 3-0-1.
.
BSC got an early lead, never to
be taken away, \vhen Betsey Mills
fired a drive from ts he edge of the
circle after taking a corner pass
from Ka thy Seablom. The rest of
the half saw both teams making
scoring attempts but neither team
was able to connect.
Chris Lodi put Bridgewater
back on the scoring trail as she
shot the ball into the net at the start
of the second half. Worcester tried
to retaliate but was held off by the
good defensive play of BSC. With
Bridgewater still dominating the
game, Eilleen McKenna tallied the
final goal of the game
accompanied by strong efforts by
the forward line.
Kathy Burt
earned her second shutout of the
season with the final score being 3-

BSC vs Wheaton College
Varsity Field Hockey
The BSC field hockey team
added another win to their record
as they outplayed Wheaton College
4-k. The girls remain undefeated,
boasting a 4-0-1 record.
The beautiful passing of the BSC
forward line resulted in a goal by
Chris Lodi as she made a grea t
drive .from the edge of the circle.
Betsy Mills followed suit with
apmver ful blast to the right hand
corner, beating the goalie cleanly.
The half ended with BSC leading
Wheaton by a score of 2-0.
The second half opened with
Eilleen McKenna tallying for
Bridgewater. However, Wheaton
came back with their first goal of
the game and only t-railed 3-L
After Kathy Burt made a fine stick
save on a stimulated Wheaton
team, Paula Gentry put the game
out of Wheaton's reach on a sharp
drive from the 15 yard line. The
game ended at 4-1 and was a
display of real team effort on the
part of BSC.

'J~i.·
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•
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then

•
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BSCvs Wheaton College J.V.·
Field Hockey
The junior varsity scored a
Wheaton College came back in
decisive 4-0 victory over WSC with
the final minutes of the game to tie
Pam Caron scoring two of the four
BSC 2-2 after being down 2-1 most
goals.
of the second half. The BSC junior
Pam's first goal came early in
varsity now have a 1-0-2 record.
the game on a 15 foot drive. Later
The girls from Bridgewater
that half, right half-back, Lauren
made many scoring attempts in
Draper, hit a powerful drive which
the early part of the half but
deflected offadef~nsem.an'sfoot
. •. couldn'd quite put the ball in.
inJQ: th.,e!J.~etfgi~
'il!~."""'. !"'f'.'~'.'.I'lI·~.·~~."~.'.!•.:.t. Q9.'.,lB:.'."'....tbe. tl1. . e. r.ll. a.n,. . .d~ ..t. Oak. the
The' ·sec()ntl.. ·!g~:SG,a{~'ibJJiEi!~.
nalt'began witB~,li!~"lI'i~:;t;!i',;,',~'ft~#~~~~~Rascored
BSCvs WSC J.V. Field Hockey

QQ.'.••

Q'..

after a great save~y BSC's goalie,
, .....
Terry Balduf. ThIS proved to be
. '.,... ', ~_g;,ot~lobbered,b~tQe .... ,....• " "'.' .....
the neede~ incentive. for BSC as
~::~l~·~~~::·~~~afurf~~t:~~;m"lfl~~.~~i~~~,"~tlu~!~'·"'!~JI__. .,~.~),,.~iI ,iktbtpjj
the
Pats need more than Jim
Caron scored her second goal
Darin Quigley started the
Plunkett to beat the Dolphins.
after a skirmish around the WSC
second half right for Bridgewater
1won't go into detail because
net.
as she
went
around
the
there is nothing t~ report but bad
T~e j. v .. team looked very well
defenseman a~d goalie to ma~e the
news, as there wlll also be next,~,they!chalked;\,lprth~ir nr~t win.of ' . , ",,§sore ,2:-1. _Bndgewa,ter continued
week from Dallas and later San
the season for. a .l-04ree:orR;' ·!':""llf»"pressureWtreaton for most of
Francisco.
the second half with halfback, Sue
"Good luck!' Jim.
Tyskliveiz doing a fine job backing
up
her forwards. However,
Wheaton came back and pushed
the ball past the BSC goalie to end
the game at 2-2.
another BSC goal this time by the
hustling left inner Darin Quigley
.' whose. shot we~t. through th~..

'01

c

Intra.mural scores
Emos 16 Lancer 6 Touchdowns by
Greg Dearco, Harry Koukas, and a
safety by Ray Sinnott helped the
Emos to a tough win over the Em
over the Lancers.
ChIefs 7 Vikings 6 Aclutch pass by
Steve Bochini to John Birch
accorded for the point that gave
the chiefs a hard earned victory
over the Vikings.
Lancers 20 Gulhuniacs IS Led by
the passing and running of Mark
Calderane the Lancers clicked for
.the first victory of the year.
Calderone passed· for
two
touchdowns and ran for an
important 2 point conversion.
,

Alpha 48 Co-Vets 0 It was all Alpha
in a lopsided victory over the
undermanned Co-Vets squad. Led
by Dave McDermott and Don
Guthrie on· offense, Alpha
controlled the game from the
otside.

Kappa 24
Georgie's Boys 20
Perhaps the most exciting game of
the week saw a fired up Kappa
squad hand Georgie's Boys their
first defeat. With Mike Flank
accounting for the fourteen pOInts
Kappa jumpe dout quickly and was
never headed.

Player of the Week:
Mark
Calderone for his all around effort
and leadership in a tough victory
over the Gulhuniacs.

B.S.-C. Sports Shorts

Bears· vs. Nichols College
Sat. Oct. 23rd

Legion Field

1:30

Bridgewater- The Bridgewater
. State College football team will be
shooting for its second victory of
the 1971 season when it hosts
Nichols
College
Saturday
afternoon at Legion Field. The
Bears, 1-3 on the year, suffered a
13-0 loss to Curry College last
week. Nichols will bring a 2-2s1ate
to Bridgewater.
Flanker, Richard' Roath
continues his assault on the B.S.C.
season pass receiving record.
Roath, who has 27 catches, needs
only six more receptions to shatter
Jim Federico's mark of 32 catches
in a season. With four games

remaining, the Hilliston High grad
ahas an excellent shot at the school
mark.
The Bridgewa ter cross country
team was bested by Stonehill
College 17-43 in its most recent
outing. The harriers, 0-3 on the
year, will be trying for their first
win when they travel to Barrington
College ne~t Saturday.
The Womens' tennis team fell
to Keene State 2-3 in their opener
last Thursday. The Fall schedule
resumes next Thursday when
Bridgewater hosts Regis College.
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Bears fall to tough Curry squad

Mike Fiero recleves hand-off from Jim HIckey. ,( Dave Rainone photo )

.Freshman Jose SO,ars- approaches, for. the opening

Homecoming
score: . 13

o

by Steve Medieros

'" ' ,' ,",.c;~,r~

College Colonels

1lIlIllliIill.i1iiM
~p 'their . fifth straight
.y!~tQrY ?fthe season last Saturday

,

.astb:~Y'playedthe ,Bridgewater

endzone on a 19 vard end sweep.
King kicked the extra point
.'and'the Colonels left the

State College Bear 13~O.
held the '.

Colonels to

until very late in the
quarter.
Curry is one of the
toughtest, if not the toughest team
that Bridgewater will face this
season.

Curry attempted to score in the
first period
when Paul King
attempted an easy 13 yard field
goal.
But the Bears put the
pressure on and, the kck was no
good. King attempted another
easy II yard field goal in the seconp
quarter but once again the Bears
defense got tough' and the kick
went off to the side.
,
But the Colonels bounced back
when freshman George GardJ;ler, a
linebacker, picked off a Vince
Hickey pass and brought it into.
Bears territory. Alan Williams
capped the dr~ve run.ning. into the

this one a ten yarder.

again,the kick was no good.

goal:
Once

Throughout the second half the
Bears tried to get into the endzone
and late in the 4th period were
beginning to drive when Willie
McKay ,intercepted a pass and
scampered into the endzone to
score. The extra point kick was
blocked by Jerry Schimmel.
Throughout the game the story
was defense., Curry's exceptional
defense kept the Bears out of
scoring range. The Bears defense,
although giving up two goals, kept
Curry in the clutch, stopping them
3 times inside the 15 goal line.
The Bears host Nichols College
next Saturday at Legion Field.
Kickoff time will be at 1:30.

( Dave Rainone photo')
Jim Pirello tries to' get around a tough Curry d e f e n s e . ,

Rolph Costello's

·\\o\\~(\
iI

CANT·EEN
Specializing In

* Italian Food
* Steaks from the Pit
~Wirmt1""J'.~.· * Shishkebab with,
Star reciever Richard Roath goes up to grab a Hickey pass.

with Rice Pilaff

136 BROAD ST., B~I£X;E\~~TER
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MUCH, MUCH, MORE!

J ames Michener• and

Features on Women's rights,

Sports pages 13 - 15

PLUS

COMMENT Special
More on the Afro American Cultural Center

COMMENT Special
Student Union Board of Governors pages 4 & 5

Homecoming page -1
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